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Knowledge has become increasingiy important in ment years. In response to the
increased value of knowledge, many organizations are implementing knowledge

management technology-based took in order to ensure knowledge is obtained fiom
employees and distriiuted throughout the organization. This process depends on the
sharing of knowledge by employees. This thesis is concerned with why employees do nor

filly participate in organimtionally-muinrainedknowledge shming acrivities. There is a
variety of research that supports the argument d e in tbis thesis that employees do not
share kir knowledge. Three general areas are explored to examine this topic;
conceptuaiïzations of knowledge and knowkdge sharing, use and implementation of
technology, and the work environment. This thesis uses a qualitative methodology, to
study this topic ma business organization. Results support the argument that employees

do not M y participate in knowledge sharing, and the reasons for this are explored.
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Cbapter 1- Introduction

Recent o r g ~ t i o n atheorists
i
have argued t h managing knowledge bas
become important m the new work environment (Stewart, 1997; Aiiee, 1997). Many new
jobs deal with knowledge rather than physical materials, makiug the cteation, processing,
possession and sharing of knowledge important for individuai and organizational success.
Over the past few decades, there bas ken a shift in the economy which has changed the

nature of work, and has resuited in a different work environment. While there is some
debate in the literature regarchg how much of the workfiorce is actudy mvolved in
knowledge work in the new economy (Livingstone, 200 l), most authors agree that that
knowledge and the processing of knowledge has become more important in this new
economy (Nickels, 2000; Livingstone, 2001). Due to this increased emphasis and
interest in knowledge, the mamghg of knowledge has become a key issue within
organizations and the popular business Merature.

This thesis examines the extent to which ernpIoyees do or do w t share knowledge
to contriite to the knowledge work of the new economy. Due to the importance placed
on knowledge by the organization and the popular business literature, organizations are
interested in facilitating employee knowledge sharing. However, the new work
environment is seen to have some negaiive impacts on employees' careers which make it

more likely that employees will not &are theu knowledge. The centrai concem of this
thesis is to discuss reasons why employees do not participate in knowledge sharing
activities encouraged by the organization. CùaracterisÉics of the new economy are
explored, to better understand the importance of b w i e d g e in the new economy. Then a
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number of factors are presented to provide a basis for an explanation as to why
employees do not participate in knowledge sharing activities.

This new economy bas been caiied the 'knowledge economy' (Stewart, 1997;
Nickols, 2000). This is due to changes in the nature of work The knowledge economy is
characterized by perceived increases in knowledge work and a decrease in muai labour.
Mead of physicaiiy intensive jobs, work m the new work environment is knowiedge
intensive. In work in the past, according to Nickols (2000), it was important for workers
to have specifk skills to perform mostly manual tasks. Manuai work wnsists of
converting materiais, and the results of the work are tangible. In this new work
environment d e r n i d by various authors, jobs have changed (Nickols, 2000; Stewart,
1997). Workers in the knowledge economy must have knowledge and information rather

than specific skills. Knowledge workers deal with information, the results of which are
to a great extent intangible (Nickols, 2000).

The popdar busmess iiterature identifies many benefits of knowledge sharing for

organizations (Stewart, 1997; Gee, Huii, & Lankshear, 1996). In kt,some of these
authors not only see that organizationscan gain beneffi, but see mmaging knowledge as a
necessity in the current work environment m order to ensure organizatiod survival
(Ailee,

1997). There is a cornpetitive advantage to managing knowledge, so

organizations have responded by implementing strategies such as knowledge
management in order to gain benefït. These straîegies focus solely on the benefits to the
organization. However, m the literaiure that deab with the implementation of a
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knawledge management strategy, organizations attempt to identify benefits to
individuals. Much of the biterature deals with techuology involved (Swan, et al, 1999;
Rossett, 1999; Stewart, 1997), and in ag-

manageriai or leadership cornmitment

(Martiny, 1998). However, in making icnowledge sharing effective for the organization,
some authors recognize that it is important to facilitate employee involvement (Holloway,
2000; Davenpoct, 1998). When documenthg the benefits to employees, there rnay be
admtages to employees but aii the benefits definitely advauce organizatioaal goals.

Most of this herature takes an organizatioaal approach by focusing on organizationd
needs rather than employee needs.

Knowledge is considered to be very important and valuable in the current work
environment (AUee, 1997). This is in part because knowledge is now viewed as a
product (Aiiee, 1993, which results in organizations of today king considered

knowledge-intensive (Stewart, 1997). Being knowledge-intensive means that kwwledge
is the most important resource the organization deais in. The intensity of knowledge in

organizations can be evidenced by the amount of knowledge in many pmducts. For
example, Aiiee (1997) for example, notes that the cost of the infocmation technology in a

car is worth more tban the steel in that car. Because of this beiief in knowledge intensity,
b w l e d g e is said to be the key source of competitive advantage for organizations to be

successfirl and survive (Weiss, 1999).

Cornpetitive advantage cornes h m usnig knowledge m various ways. By
effectively managïng knowledge, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) believe new lcnowledge is
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created, enabling organilations to te more innovative. ûther authors (Aüee, 1997;
Rossett, 1999) a h view knowledge management as helping to build new knowledge, but
also as usefiil to recycle information, which mcreases efficiency. Hoffert (1998)
d e s c n i a situation where rnanaging knowledge is necessary in maintaining competitive
advantage. In order to attaiu the beneh of agility and fleraiility (Stewart, 1997),
organizations must be close to their products and customers. This closeness enables
organizations to meet the needs of customers in a competitive market, but generates a
great deal of information. This infonnatioa must be coiiected, organized and utilized by
employees (Hoffert, 1998). Effectiveiy managing knowledge helps the organization
%in'' by increasing profitability, enhancing product cycles and making the organization

more agile (Stewart, 1997).

As knowledge is seen to provide organizations with a competitive advantage,

much of the research has focused on irnptementation methods to help access and use
knowledge. Thus the focus has ken largely on technical matters, but also on
organizational and managerid issues (Rossett, 1999; Stewart, 1997; Martiny, 1998). 1
argue that this research faiis to address one of the more important implementation issues,
which is getting people to participate in knowledge sharing. Eqioyee participation is

the key to making knowledge sharing activities work, knowledge that is required for
mccessfiil knowledge sharing activities is possessed by indidual employees. The
research üterature in this area States tbaî knowIedge sharing initiatives do not generally

f
Xdue to factors such as techuology, but because people do not participate fuiiy or
effectively (De Long, 1996; Aliee, 1997; Wek, 1999; Hendrïks, 1999). The centra1
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research question of this thesis is: wky th enrployres motJirUypmikîpate in

. ..

orgmizationaiïpmQiniainedk n m i ~ seh d g Pciirvmes

A few authors have offered answers to this question. Some authors who focus on
c u i do~ deai partly with the employee perspective (De Long, 1996; Rossett, 1999;

Weiss, 1999). However, instead of focushg on individual concems or reasons why one
would not participate, they promote the necessity of a corporate culture that values and
encourages sharing. Another author, HoUoway (2000), provides a number of factors that
deal with individuai barriers to knowledge sh;iring:
r

People do not share because they believe knowledge is power, and
hoarding knowledge will help their job security;

r

People do not sbare because they feel they wiii not get credit for it, or

maintain ownership over their knowledge;
a

People do not share because they are a h i d of not king ri@ or of making

a mistake;
r

People do w t share because the technology they are supposed to use does
not meet their needs;

a

People do not share because they do not know what they kww, or they do
not know that what they know is valuable;
People do not share because they do w t know how to share what they
kLPv.

These factors provide some insight h o reasons why people do wt participate ii
organizationaiiy-rnaintainedkoowledge sharing activities.

Partkipation in Knowledge Sharing

This thesis looks at many of the same issues as authors such as Weiss (1999),
Holloway (2000) and De Long (1996), however takes a different perspective. While
these authors approach knowledge sharing hrn an organizational perspective, I instead

focus on the individual. Literature based on an organizational perspective is primarily
concerned with overcoming employee concerns and focused on strategies that will
effectively leverage knowledge for the organizations benefit. One problem with such a
focus is that it presumes a positive nature of knowledge sharing to individuals, without
questioning whether the benefa to employees overcome the costs. In keeping with a
primary concern with the organization, the research studies by the authors listed above
consist of case studies which have focused on the organizatioa as a whole, with
individual employees not consist'hg of a large piece of the overall research. My thesis
focuses on mdividuds and approaches knowledge shmng h m an individual perspective.
Instead of a concern of what might be beneficial to the organization, I look at what

factors in organizationally-maintained knowledge sharing might be good or bad for
employees. W i i u t a preoccupation with finding ways to overcome the reasons why
people do not share knowledge, I am able to better explore reasons why people may not
participate, as well as examine the benefits of participation to employees as opposed to
organizations. The organizational research does not have a dehition of sharing that

could be considered full participation. Research such as that by the authors listed above
do not use a definition of sharing that is supprted by academic mearch in knowkdge

and knowledge sharing. Also, by focusing the field study on employees and not the
organization as a whole, I hear more about employees experiences, thus gaining a deeper
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understandimg of these issues than the authors who use case studies of the organizatkn as
a whole.

The factors that inhi'bit knowledge sharing offered by Holloway (2000) cm be
grouped into three areas, based on the reseatch literature. These three groups are
knowledge and knowledge sharing, technology, and the work environment. Each of these
will be discussed in this thesis.

Chapter Two focuses on the increased focus and value placed on knowledge,
which has led to the interest in knowledge sharing. However, knowledge and knowledge
sharing are t e m tbat are dehed differently by different people. People have dBerent

conceptions of what knowledge entails, and they then do not necessarily know what they
icnow. When employees are unclear about what is included in knowledge, especially in
relation to organizational conceptions of knowledge, employees do not know that what
they know is vaiuable. When people do not know what constitutes knowledge sharing,
they often do not know how to share. The basis for employees lack of participation m
relation in these issues appears to be the different conceptions of knowledge and
knowledge sharing. ûrganizations, individuals, research literature and the theoretical
ideai aii view knowledge and knowledge sharing differently to some extent. In this
thesis, I define knowledge and knowledge sharing based on research that d e m i the
most efictive knowledge sharing. My d e m i o n forms the bais for fiill participation
and how employees pariicipate and define knowiedge and knowledge sharing is
comparedtothis.

Participation in Knowledge Sharing

Technology is addressed in Chapter Three. Technology is viewed as the primary
driver of this new economy which has made lcnowledge is more important (Hoffert, 1998;
Lowe, 2000; Stewaxt, 1997). As organizations attempt to manage knowledge, technology

is the main method used. In the research question, why do employees not M y
participate in organizationally-maintainedknowledge sharing activities, the term

organizationally-maintained refers to technology-based tools that are under the control of
the organization. The main problem with any technology-based tool is that it does not

meet the needs of the users. Some authors feeI that techwlogy is not able to hcilitate the
personaiconnections necessary for sharing knowledge (Swan,et ai, 1999). Mer authors

also believe that technology is often Unplemented poorly, so that it does not function to
effectively as& people in their work processes (Allee, 1997). Both these issues support

the statement made by Holloway (2000). that employees do not share knowledge because
the technology does not meet their needs.

In this new economy, as ouîlined above, the nature of work and peoples' careers
have changed. This is discussed in Chapter Four. As organizations have encountered
increasing cornpetition, so have employees. In the new work environment, employees
must work to maintain their cornpetitive advantage. By not sharing, employees believe

they gain more power and job security. People are inhiiited fiom sharing also because
they do wt want to relinquish ownership or let someone eIse take credit for their work,
which would d u c e their comgetitive advanîage. Making mistakes and king wrong are
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aiso often seen to reduce ones competitive advantage, thus also mhiiiing people h
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m

sharing (Holioway, 2000).

A number of authors have demonstrated that people do not fkiiy participate in

knowledge sharing activities (De Long, 1996; Weiss, 1999). As 1 have argued above,
there are three general issues that help to explain why people do not hlly participate in
knowledge sbaring. These three issues, conceptions of knowledge and knowledge
sharing, the use and implementation of technology, and factors in the new work
environment, di influence participation in knowledge sharing and are explored in this
thesis. Based on the research literature presented in the foiiowing chapters, people would
not be expected to hiiy participate in knowledge sharing, as the conditions required for
hiiparticipation appear difficuh to achieve in many organizations. In this thesis 1 wili

argue that employees do not fully participate in organizationally-maintainedknowledge

sharing activities because of the influence of these issues.

Conceptions on knowledge and knowledge sharing are addressed in Chapter Two.

Both knowledge and knowledge sharing are examined and dehed. As difEerent people
have different ideas of what constitutes knowledge and knowledge sharing, this chapter
d e s c r i i the range of conceptuaiizations that people may have. These varyllig
conceptions impact sharing when individuais do not know what they know or how to
share what they know. Technology is addressed m Chapter Three. Literature that argues
that the bbility of technology to enable the formation of personal co~ectionsIimits its

capacity to dow for knowiedge sbaring is presented. Literaîure is also presented h t
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argues technology is g e d y not implemented in a way that addresses organizationai or
individuai needs. Both these issues demonstrate that when technology does not meet
peoples needs, people do wt participate in sharing. In Chapter Four, the work
environment as it relates to empfoyees' careers and their cornpetitive advantage is
addressed. A number of issues that limit participation in sharing are examined. These
issues mclude fears of losing power and job stability, relinquishing control and ownership
over knowledge, and concems with making a mistake, all ofwbicti are seen to limit or
diminish ones competitive advantage.

Chapter Five of this thesis descriis the methodology of this research. The
central research question, who do employees not hiiy participate in organizationallymaintained knowledge sharing activities, was explored using qualitative methods. The
research consisted of personai, one-onsne interviews with participants h m a business
organization. These participants used a tecbnology-based tool for knowledge sharing

eV=.
The resuits of these interviews are discussed in the last three chpters. An
ovenriew is presented in Cbapter Six. Employee conceptions of lmowledge and
knowledge sharing is addressed in Chapter Seven. This chapter demonstrates that
employees do have varying ideas of what knowledge and knowledge sharing consists O£
and because of these d E i g ideas, they do not aiways know that what they know is
valuable, or how to share what they know. In Chapter Eight, the use of technology is
explored. Employees tesponses demonstratecithatthe technobgy used for shanng
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lrnowiedge did not meet kir W. Because the technology did not support employees
in their work processes, they were inhi'bited in sharing knowledge. Factors that
influenced empbyees h m the work environment are addresseci in Chapter Niue.
Employees were most wncerned with m a b g a mistake or king wrong, and these
concerns stopped them h m sharing knowledge. Other k t o r s that were aiso relevant
include the belief that hoarding knowledge is equated with job secwity, and that
cornpetitive advanrage is maintained ifemployees do w t share and thus are able to

maintain ownership or credit over knowledge. Chapter Ten discusses the implications of
this thesis.

Puticipaîbn m Knowledge Sharing

Chapter 2 -Conceptions of Knowledge and Knowledge Sharing

This thesis explores the question of why people do not participate m

organizationally-maintained knowledge sharing activities. Understanding what is meant
by knowledge and knowledge sharing is a necessary prerequisite to addressing this

question. DiEerential definitions and perceptions of knowledge and knowledge sharing
held by individuah and organizations helps to explah the varying degrees to which
people involve themselves m these activities. Emgloyees do not always realize that what
they know is vaiuable, and oBen do not know how to share what they know. These

issues lirnit the extent to which people participate in kwwtedge sharing (Hoiioway, 2000;

Zack. 1999; Martiny, 1998).

That employees do not always know that what they know, or reaiize that what
they know is valuable demonstrates varying perceptions of what constitutes knowledge.

Knowledge is composeci of b t h eady expressed, façtual knowledge and personal,
experiential knowledge. Also, kmwledge exists wtien d c i e n t mental processes are

appiied to information. Not everyone views knowledge as king comprised of these
cornponents, and thus organizations do not encourage, anci individuals do not think to
inchde ail these knowledge elements in sharing (Frappa010 & Capshaw, 1999;
Davenport, De Long & Beers, 1998). When people share content that does not k l u d e
two types of knowledge (fàctuai and experiential), or has not had thought processes

applied to it, people are sharing information rather than knowledge.
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When peopIe do not know how to share what they know, they may not understand
the necessity of reciprocity fbr knowledge sharing. Individuals rnust be invo1ved in both

sending and receiving kaowledge in order for sharing to occur (Hendriks, 1999). For fidi
participation in knowledge sharing to take place, individuaIs rnust share knowledge, not
information, and the sharhg must be reciprocai.

There is generai recognition that reciprocity and the sharing of knowledge rather
than information is important (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Hendriks, 1999). However,

these theoretical perceptions of knowledge are not universally agreed upon, and so not aii
these components are always encouraged, resulting in the varying degrees of participation
in knowledge sharing activities. Because of d8erent views of knowledge and what

constitutes sharing, aspects such as the value of sharing embeddecl, personai knowledge
or reciprocity in sharing are at times viewed as unimportant for effective knowledge

management, or are simply missed when organizations are unaware of the existence of
some components as necessary in knowledge management (Davenport. et ai, 1998;
Weiss, 1999). People are thus inhibited fiom sharing and therefore do not participate
fully or effectively.

In this chapter, 1WU argue that differentialconceptions of knowiedge and
knowledge stiaring Mt individuais participation m knowiedge sharing actMties. This is
based on iiterature that states that people do not always know their knowiedge is
valuable, and they employees do mt abmys know how to sbare what t k y kww
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(Holloway, 2000). I define what is meant by knowledge and knowledge sharing in this
chapter. A cornmon definition of knowledge Lies in the distinction between information
and knowledge (Davenport, et ai, 1998). ûrganizations value kmwledge, but generaliy
appear to focus knowledge sharing strategies on sharing uiformation &r

than

knowledge. This is apparent h m the W e emphasis placed on mentai processes
associated with knowledge sharing activities (Aiiee, 1997). These mentai processes are
discussed in this chapter. Based on organizationai interest in kwwiedge and especiaiiy
personai, embedded fonns of knowledge, 1explore a further dimension of knowledge that

delineates knowledge into two types, factuai (explicit) and personal (tacit). Both these
elements - mental processes that transform information into kuowledge, and knowledge
comprised of the two types - are important in participation in knowledge sharing
activities. If any of these elements are missing, only information is shared, not
knowledge. Furrher, there are a number of viewpoints on what actually constitutes
sharing d e s c r i i here. These views are partially dependent on the conceptualization of
knowledge a s c r i i to by individuais and organizations. B a d on my explanation of
knowledge, 1 highlight a defidion of sharing that is based on reciprocity, the inclusion of
both a sender and a receiver,

It is widely argued in the organizational development üterature that sharing
knowledge and information between organizationai members is a requirement for
effect~eorganizational tiinctioniog (Stewart, 1997; Aiiee, 1997). KnowIedge and the

sharing of kmwledge bas emerged as an miportant consideration because more
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knowledge is going into, and out of the organization than ever before (Stewart, 1997;
Davenprt & Prusak, 1998). Advances in technology has meant that mure data is

coilected and made available, which thmefore must be manageci in order to be uefùl
(Stewart, 1997). Also, as a remit of changes m career patterns and downsizing, corporate
memary bas been iosi, which tias highlighted the vaiue of knowledge and the importance

of holding on to that knowledge (Davenpoct & Ekd, 1998). More compIex
o r g d t i o n a i processes in the current work environment means that people need access

to this information (Harnmer & Charnpy, 1993). KnowIedge must be passed fkom
workers, where it resides, to an organizatiod level in order for it to be accessed by aii

(Hendriks, 1999).

Knowledge
In order to understand knowledge sharing and how employees involve themselves

in these activities, knowledge itself is a term that needs to be defined. At a basic IeveL
knowledge is made up of Wrmation - kmwledge is an extensive and organized set of
information (Gundry & Metes, 1996). When intelligence in the h m of analysis or

evaluatiou, or other mental processes are applied to information, it becornes knowledge.

For a broder understanding, there are two g e d perspectives on knowledge,

whicti impact the sharing of knowledge. One view, the 'epistemology of possession'

(Cook& Brown, 1999) descrii kwwledge as something an f i d u a l gains for
themdves, then owns. This perspective is the tcaditional understanding of kiaowiedge,
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and is commody held by individuals and organizations. Cook and Brown (1999)

d e m i an 'epistemology of practice' as a second perspective on knowledge. From the
epistemology of practice perspective, knowledge comes h m interactions with the world
around the individual,

Within the fhmework of the epistemology of possessios knowledge is held or
possessed by the individuai, and is gained through Iogic and analytic thinking (Cook &
Brown, 1999). Knowledge comes fiom reasoned analysis, for instance, fiicts and data are
pieces of information, and once an individual has apptied logic to the data and bas corn
to understand, it can be considered knowledge. The process of acquiring knowledge in
this way is highly individuaiized.

The epistemology of possession view of knowledge is rwted in western
philosophy such as Descartes, which has aiso led to the high value traditionaiiy placed on

individuai achievement and ownership (Cook & Brown, 1999). It is seen in school work
when sharing and coiiaborating are considered cheaîing, and this perception continues on
to the work world. According to Allee (1997), this perspective of knowiedge, with its
emphasis on acquiring and 'owning' knowledge is closeiy associated with c a p i t a h

Because of this, more knowledge is seen to gant more ecowmic gain, thus more power.
The use of knowledge for personal benefit leads to the belief that ifkmwledge is power,
one shouiri hoard what one knows to maintain one's power.
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This perspective persists, even though authors such as AUee (1997) point out that
with rapid changes in information and technology, kwwledge that is hoarded wiil

quiçkly becorne obsolete. For Ailee (1997) knowledge must be sbared in order to be

vaiuabie, as this is the only way for kmwledge to be renewed and stay curent. Cook and

Brown (1999) note thatthis view represents an epistemology of practice, within this
perspective, knowledge is not seen as something owned by an individuai, but rather a
flow of infiormation that can be accessed by aL Wihh this viewpoint, knowledge only
exists in the interactions one bas with the social and physical world (Cook & Brown,

1999).

This type of knowledge is characterized by action; knowledge is dynamic and
cornes h m learning and dohg rather than more static analytic reasoning. The
distinction between expiicit and tacit knowledge is related to the epistemoiogies of
possession and practice. Expiicit knowledge is easily expressed in words - either written
or verbally. Explicit knowledge can be expressed through documents or images, and in
other f o m of deliirate commuuication (AUee, 1997). Tacit knowledge is descrribed as

'know-how', kmwledge that people have that is not eady d e m i such as insights and
hunches. Tacit knowledge is based on mental models of individuah (Mee, 1997), which
include beliefi, concepts, and vaiues. Explicit knowIedge is mdependent of context.
while tacit knowledge is based on cornmunicating context. While Nonaka and Takeuchi
(1995) view tach and explicit knowlecige as king dong the same coiitinuum, where tacit

is able to be converteci to explicit itmwledge, Cook and Brown (1999) see these two
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types of knowledge as qualitatively different. Explkit and tacit howledge are distinct
and equally necessary and important, as each make up different parts of whole, overall

knowledge.

Explicit knowledge is associated with the epistemology of possession, The
Iogical and methodical ways in which knowledge is acqukd according to this view leads
easily to explicit knowledge. Wrth clear reasoning and analytic thought vaiued above

subjective impressions, explicit lmowledge has been valued above tacit knowledge.
Explicit knowledge is also more visible and quantifiable, md emphasis has been p k e d
on this kind of documented knowledge also because it is easy to descni, collect,
orgmize and distribute to others.

The epistemology of practice, while an equally valid and important form of
knowledge, has not found an equaily valued position dong side the epistemology of
possession, Cook & Brown (1999) argue that work in organizations tend to use an
epistemoIogy of possession as a foundation for fesearch and practice. However, some of
the curtent knowledge management iiterature acknowledges that organizational practice

0 t h focuses on explicit knowledge sharing, but outlines the importance philosophiçaiiy
of sharing both explicit and tacit knowledge (Stewart, 1997; Mee, 1997). Research, if
not practice, is comhg to see that neither tacit or expiicit knowledge is more important,
and that both are needeà to capture the f i range of knowledge.
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individuais, organîzations, and research literature aii have diering ideas of w h t
constitutes knowledge. These varying perspectives of knowledge limit knowledge
sbaring because employees ofken do not kmw what knowiedge they bave is usehl or
important to &are. Most commonly, employees focus on expiicit knowledge as 'ml'
knowledge and do not see that their tacit knowledge would be vaiuable to othen
(Holioway, 2000). Expiicit knowledge is commoniy s h e d in organizations, Expiicit
knowledge can be hund m corporate communications, generic reports, templates and
methodologies that are applicable across any situation, and standard operathg
procedures. This kind of knowledge is considered officiai, as it is sanctioned by the
organization (Weiss, 1999). This emphasis is placed on expiicit knowledge because it
bas k e n d u e d above tacit knowledge. and is more visible and easy to share.
Employees are more Likely to recognize explicit knowledge as knowledge, and thus &are
only explicit knowledge in organizationaIly-maintainedknowledge sharing activities
(Holioway, 2000).

Tacit kwwledge is not as easy to describe or put into words, and tends to be more
subjective. Employees generaily do not share tacit knowledge because they are less
likely to beiieve that their tacit knowledge is knowledge, and worthwhile sharing
(Holioway, 2000). Som individuais recognize the value of accessmg tacit knowledge
for k i r work, either tbrough petsonal experience or through organizations advocating
tacit knowledge sharing, but it is more difficult to share. This is in part due to the nature

of t
h knowledge, but also due to the work environment. WhiIe explich knowledge is
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considerd official and valid, tacit knowledge is not generally sanctioned by the
organization. This is often because it could include sensitive information that hdividuals
or groups are uncornfortable with (Weiss, 1999). For instance,tacit knowledge that is
shared could include descriptions or explanations of mistakes which could be persody
or protessionally embarrassing, or otherwise reflect poorly on those traasmitting the
information, So tacit knowledge is not generally s h e d by employees for two reasons.
First, employees do not kww that their tacit knowledge is somethiug worthwhile sharing
and so do not share this knowledge (Holloway, 2000). Secondly, when individuals

understand what tacit knowledge is, it is still difficuit to share this knowledge, primarily
because iadividuals are not cornfortable sbaring tacit knowledge. Concems with tacit

knowledge reflecting poorly on work performance also l i i t s tu11 participation in
knowledge sharing as individuais avoid sharing tach knowledge (Weiss, 1999; Holioway,
2000).

For an individual to be fully participating in knowledge sharing, both explicit and

tacit knowledge would need to be shared. A focus oniy on explicit knowledge does not
capture the fùil range of knowledge, tacit knowledge is needed to complement. ifvery

littie or none of either k h i of knowledge is excbanged, individuais are not fUy
participating in knowledge sharing activities (Ailee, 1997;Cook & Brown, 1999, Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 1995).

Participation in Knowledge Sharing

As stated above, value is sometmies placed on the sharing of tach knowledge,

primarily by the research literature. There are a féw examples o f organizatioas
eacouraging tacl kwwledge sharing. However, examples of individuais wt fuiiy
participating in sbaring their tacit knowledge are more prevalent (Weiss, 1999). Tacit

knowIedge, being more embedded in experience, provides an understanding of day-today processes and specifics, sbaring tach knowledge klps to develop a more complex
undentandhg of issues, and how lessons I m e d h

m one situation might be apptied to a

new context. Gundry and Metes (19%) state that knowledge sharing is dependent on

sufIicient c o n t a king shared with the knowledge to provide hil understand'mg and
application of the knowledge. Context and other details indicating k i t knowkdge can
be s h e d in a k e t y of ways: descrihg processes, documenthg mistakes and Ieanings

h m mistakes, histories, why and how decisions were made, how projects were

approached, details about circumstancesd d t with.

ExampIes of organizations sharing varying degrees of knowledge mciude the

sharing of both expiicit and tacit knowledge. This denionstratesthat there is a range of
involvemeut in knowkdge sharing. However there are fèw iostaaces of tacit kmwiedge
sharhg activities. Xmx has a bcit Imow1edge sharing activity in place that enables

techaicians to share repair tips. Many of Xerox's senior technicians had solutions to
complex problems in their heads but mt documenteci for others. A searchable database
was deveIoped m order to caphue and share these tips (Hicknls, 1999). HP Consuithg

also has put processes in pIace to encourage ta& kmwledge sbouing. Activities hiude
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learning communities/communitiesof practice where members discuss learnings, project
snapshots that capture lessons leamed overtime in a project, and knowledge mapping that
enables people to know where to find needed knowledge (Martiny, 1998). Having ûccess
to these kinds of resources and knowledge sources is very usetiil in developing a
multidimensional picture of the knowledge king sou&

The above examples from X m x and HP Consulting are exemplary and not
indicative of how the majority of o r g h t i o n s manage knowledge. There are varying
degrees of participation in knowledge sharllig activities that can range h m full to limited
participation. As mentioued, full participation Uicludes sharing both types of knowledge
and reciprocity in sharing, whereas Limiteci participation would be missing one or both of
these components. Most comrnoniy, participation is limitai by sharing explicit
knowledge but not tacit (Swan, Newell, Scarbrough and Hislop, 1999). One example of
ehis is de-scrii'bedby Weiss (1999), where a worker submits a document containing ody

the end resuIts, but not how the bai product was reached are published, much of the ta&

knowledge and learnings as a result of îhe process are therefore missed. Weiss found in
cases such as t h , that the least important mformation was capnrred, and it would have
been beneficial instead to descrii the fU eident of the Iearning or process that went into
achieving the end resuhs. This limited sharing couid be due to individuai misconceptions
about what to share, or a lack of encouragement on the part of the organilation. The

organization, in not knowing or ignoring the miportance of sharing tacit and explicit
knowledge, in many cases has wt included techw bgy that would ailow for comection
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and colfaburation (S~vaSfava,I999), which limas the during of tafit kaowledge. This
r e d t s in two probIems, tbe £kstis that sharing only explicit kmwkdge does mt provide

enough details ad context to d o w for deeper leveb of thinkmg. Also, wkn technoiogy

does w t focus on connection or coUaboration, it tends to not a b w for reciprocal sharing.
A mmmon example is of the use of an organizatiod intranet as a knowtedge

management tooL These tmls broadcast explkit, factual information to keep employees

up to date, but does not enable two-way communication; the technology sends
information but does not receive information to engage in reciprocal sharing.
ûrganizatiod mtranets also tend to not incorporate tacit knowledge. Therefor~,the=

are varying Ievels of participation dependmg on whether both types of knowledge are
shared, and if the exchange is reciprocal.

Discussed above. the sharing of both explicit and t a i t knowledge generdy refers
to t
h breadth of information shared.

Sbariag a broad specmtm of kmwledge is needed

for fulI participation in knowledge sharing. In addition to sharing a broad array of

information, fùii participation in sharing also quires a level of depth of thinking into the
knowledge. An understanding of this deph is descriid by the distinction between

idormation and knowledge. Various authors d e m i information as dormant, and
keowledge as conaected and conîextualized (Frappaolo & Capshaw, 1999; AIIee. 1997;
Davenpoct, et al, 1998). This meam that information simply exkts but is notable to be
tnily applied untiI it becomes knowledge. Mbrmation can be shared but is not as wfid

as sharing knowledge ( M e e , 1997). "Knowfedge can be augmentai ifit is sbared,
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knowledge may aIso prove detrimental to kmwledge. The fjrst wilI occur ifpeople truly
Ieam h m each other. The second is to be expected if hadequate representations of
knowledge are transfened between people." (Hendriks, 1999, p.99).

KnowIedge is comprised of pieces of information; 'tile take in information,
process it, sort it, categorize it, store it, and use it to buiid knowledge and make
meaning." (AUee, 1997, p.41). Therefore in order for krmowledge to exist, various mental
processes must be applied to Sormation. This includes combining information with
experience, context, hterpretaîion, reflection, infierences, aud organkhg this knowledge

in a meaningfbl way (Zack, 1999; Davenport, et ai, 1998). Bloom has created a
taxonomy of levels of intensity regarding thinking:
1. Knowledge - mailing specifics and ways of deahg with specifics (distinct fiom
the definition of kaowledge previously discussed here)
1. Comprehension- understanding materiai so one wdd interpret it or extrapolate

î?om iî

2. Application - applying abstractions in particular situations
3. Analysis - ident-g

elements, relationships aiad principIes

4. Smesis - hrming wholes fiom elements and assembüng into new patterns
5. Evaiuation -judging d u e of material in relation to the purpose (Vaughan, 1980,

p.270, adapted fiom Bioom, et ai, 1956).

The more mental processes appiied to information, as weU as thmkmg that nioves beyond
simple recall or understandmg to appiication or evaiuaîion, signais a transformation of
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information into knowledge. individuals caimot be f i y participating in knowledge
sharing ifthey are sharing information and not knowledge. Therefore deeper mental
processes such as analysis and evaiuation are needed to be appiied to information in order
to enable knowledge sharing.

These mental processes refer to the creation of knowledge as a whole, ahhough
explicit and tacit knowledge may have varying degrees ofthinking applied to each.

Explicit kwwledge, associated with the epistemology of possession tends to be easily
articulated and rnay be more obvious, requiring less processing to make sense of the
information. Tacit knowledge on the other band, contains details and context, and ofien
requires more thought and processing on behalf of the sender and receiver of the

knowledge. Ta& knowledge is associated with the epistemology of practice, which
outiines the necessity of individual action and social interaction in gaining knowledge,

highlighting the importance of experience. More active involvement is needed to process
tacit knowledge and connect it to expiicit knowledge, as weli as make sense of and

effèctivelyapply knowledge to new situations.

The importance in understanding the mental processes associated with knowledge

is reIated to the participation of individuals in knowledge sharing. lnforrnation must be
examined to enable an individuai to make meaning or connect it to their experiences,

applying such mentai processes tunis the information mto knowledge. Aüee (1997)
outlines levets of thinking necessary to enhance otganizationai intelligence. Mental
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processes necessary to convert information into knowkdge inchde reflection, and study
and d y s i s of issues, trends, plans or strategies. Ailee suggests that most knowledge
management initiatives fail in this area. This is because organizations do not encourage
employees to s k knowIedge, but rather focus on tramferring information by not
facilitating the tbinking that ieads to knowledge. Other authors (Davenpo* et ai, 1998;

Hoiioway, 2000) a h state that employees do not sbare knowledge as much as
infornation, and outIine the value of sharing knowledge rather than information.
Knowledge, not information, is readily applicable to work processes, decisions, and
actions (Davenporf et ai, 1998). When employees sbare information and not knowiedge,
they are not fùlly participating in knowledge sharing.

Knowledge Sharing

Koowledge sharing generally happens between two parties, where knowledge is

transmitted and received. A d ï c i e n t level of involvement, as describeci above by the
inclusion of both explicit and tacit knowledge, as weil as mental processes applied to the
knowledge, is required on behaifof both senders and receivers to have fùll participation.

Full participation is aIso descn'bed below, in terms of how people mvolve themselves in
sharing knowledge with others. At times, when there is no connection between senders
and receivers, these individuais wouid be considered to not be M y participating. There

does not have to be a direct connection between sender and receiver, but enough
communication of details to understand the othets' cmtext; kiiitating a comprehension
of how the bwIedge was created, and details to enable applicationto new situations
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(Hendriks, 1999). This can be described as the social presence of another individuaI,
which does not mean a direct one-on-one conversation but instead a perception of

reçeiving and sending informationto another person and mit just placing information
randomly, without direction or purpose (Nunamaker, Briggs, Mittleman, Vogel &

Baitbazard, 1996199

the^ are various perspectives on what consîitutes the s b g of knowledge.

These perçpectives tend to cliffer in the de-

of fiexiiility in the connection needed

between those individuais who are sharing. Som perspectives take a communicative

approach (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Hendriks, 1999), in seeing knowiedge as
something passed on through demonstration and direct contact, or through verbai or

personal communication, Others describe kaowledge sharing in a less personai or nonpersonai way (Weiss, 19991, where s h g may only be seen as accessing a knowiedge
source and not necessarily another person or their experiences.
d a t e to the two views of kwwiedge descrrkd above.

These views of sharing

The communicative approach

d e s c n i by Nonaka and Takeuchi, and Hendriks, appears to be based on the
epistemology of practice, in that knowledge is created and s h e d through mteractions

with the social environment. The plerspective of sharing ascribed to by Weiss is more m
line with the epistemologyof possession, as Imowledge is seen to be something that cm

be acquired independently of social interaction, and is soiely an mdividuai process in
b t h gainhg and possessing kwwkdge.

Much of theorganizational development Iiterature d e s d i sharing with littk or
no personal presence as a connection. Weiss (1994) descrii'bes knowledge sharing in this
less persona1 way. This author sees knowledge sharing as comprised of two basic
processes, 'hwledge collection' and 'knowledge comtion'. Knowledge coliection
involves the accumulation and storage of knowledge, the recording of organizational
memory by maintahhg documents,

and procedures. Knowledge connection Iurks

'icnowledge seekers' to 'knowledge sources'. KnowIedge connection facilitates the
retrieval of needed IrnowIedge, not through pemd connections but rather by accessing
what has been made availabk though knowIedge collection.

This description of knowledge sharing is fkirly typical a m s s much of the
rcsmch on implementing knowledge sharing or knowledge management activities.
Many of the articles dealing with knowledge sharing are deveioped in the context of

kmwledge management and information technologies. These articles tend to focuson
practicai research that guides organizations in implementation but do not address the

employee perspective adequately. Ttiis means, [ike Weiss (1 9991,this litemture shows a
simpiistic view of knowledge sharing.

Accessing kmiwledge, tacit knowledge in particular, Îs seen as m important issue.

The research merature in tais area however does not clearly outline how knowledge
wodd actudy get shared, either on the! seiadmg or receiving side of knowledge sharing
(Dove, 1998). Many authors hcus on the retrievai of idormation, so workers have use
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of needed information (Weiss, 1999; Dove, 1998). However, these authors do w t fidiy
appreciate the learning involved at the receiving end ofknowledge. As authors who base
iamwledge sh-g

on the perspective shared by Weiss and Dove have no clear plan to

share tacit knowledge, they are primarily concemed with sharing explicit knowledge.

There are a number of implications of this, fint that explicit kwwledge only does not
provide a fùtl derstandhg of the whole knowledge, as ody one piece is shared. This
means that deeper levels of thinking associated with learning and application of
knowledge cannot be experienced, as there is not mugh information provided. Because
of these issues, employees are expected to simply take explicit infOrmation out of a
knowledge management system and directly apply an old business solution to a new
business problea This does not d o w employees to analyze the iaformation or evaiuate

the solutions appiicability, or modify the solution to address changes in circurnstances.
Learning and deeper kvels of thinking are requlled for empIoyees to fuiIy understand and
apply knowledge to new situations, and this is not taken into accomt by authors who
focus on shariog explicit knowledge. As staîed by Gundry and Metes (1996) knowledge

is not simply the ability to ceproduce statements, and understanding beyond this simple
regurgitation requires some learning, Weiss (1999) States that the common usage of
knowledge management systems mvolve this simple retrieval of information -out
applying any mental proceses to the hfbrmation, thus employees do not l e m how to
effectively apply the information to their work processes.

The connection of knowledge management and information technology has atso
Ied to the focus on retrievai, in p a r t i c h a preoccupation with storing and organkbg
data for retrievzil (Wang, 1998). This research fidis short in providing detail as to where

the information will corne fiom, thus mt adhssing the role of the knowledge sender. It

is aot onIy the receiver of information tbat must apply mental processes to information,
the sender has to have applied h u g h t processes in order to transmit sufficient details and
context and be able to effectively communicate the knowledge.

The sharing of knowledge is a social process for Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995),
which happens through personal connections. This perspedve takes a view quite
different fiom Weiss ( 1999). Nonaka and Takeuchi describe a four step process. where
Icwwledge moves through a number of steps, for people to corne to understand the
knowledge and to generate innovative new knowIedge. While most of the steps are
intenial, individual processes, tbe cycle includes the movement of knowledge fiom one
individual to another.

The knowiedge creation cycle is based on the classification of knowledge as
either tacit or expikit. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1 W5)empbasize the importance of tacit
knowledge, and the main purpose of their knowledge creation cycle is to make tacit
knowledge expikit- Tacit knowledge is d e s c r i i as kwwledge that is based in
experience, and also includes practid skills that are leamed through experience (Cook&
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Brown, 1999; Polanyi, 1997). Conversely, explicit hwiedge is kmwiedge that is easiiy

codifieci or put into words - either written or vertioilly (Aiiee, 1997).

The necessity of personal connections in sharing bwledge can be seen in the
fïrst step of Nonaka ad Takeuchi's knowledge creation cycle. The fjrst step, &d
sociaüzation is where knowledge is passed f k m one individuai to another. The
knowledge that moves h m one person to amther is mit.

This embedded form of

knowledge is passed non-verbally, and the act of sharing therefore occurs through

obsemtion. The remahder of the knowledge creation cycle descnk intemal processes

individuais go through to utilize and build knowledge. In processing the information, the
person describes or dehes the knowledge and in putting iaaguage to it makes it explicit,

this step is called extemalization. Once made explicit, the individual is able to combine
this knowledge with 0 t h explicit knowledge, and this step is caiied combination.
Finally, with a step caiied i n k d h i o n expikit knowledge is changed into tacit
knowledge.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) view the conversionbetween tait and expiicit
knowiedge as oecessary for individuals to dcientIy ieam the knowledge. Explicit
knowiedge must be d e tacit in order to t d y understand and apply new knowledge.

Nonaka and Takeuchi's (1995) process of socidkation, wtiere knowledge is

shared between mdividuals demonstratesthe highly communicative comectMty between
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those sharing. Kwwledge that is wt able to be articuhed is passed h m one to another
in a very personal way, tbrough direct observation Nonaka and Takeuchi's mode1 is
very usehl in identfiing the importaace of mit knowledge and recogpkhg the
importance of personal connections in sharing. Hower, the flexiiiiity in sharllig

information is lirnited, as laiowledge sharing bappeas in a hirîy intimate way between

Iimited numbers of people.

Hendriks (1999)provides a similar but more realistic description of knowkdge
sfiaring. ln his rnodel knowledge shai-iag fbUows a sùmilar process as Nonaka and

Takeuchi (1995). Ahhough Hendriks (2999) a h defines knowledge as a comunicative
pmcess, this author takes a more fiem%Ieapproach in the method of transmission than

Nonaka and Takeuchi. The internai processes descriid by He&
d e s c r i by No-

are simiIar to that

and Takeuchi, however the social interaction is different. Nonaka

and Takeuchi view sbaring as happening solely through direct observation, for Hendriks,
kwiwledge sharing does not have to occur througb direct observation ody, but through
written and verbal means as well. Hendr&s' perspective provides a good baiance in

relation to the more ideabtic mode of knowledge sfiarmg presented by Nonaka and

Takewbi by recognizing that knowledge sharing can occm beyonci direct obsewation
ody.

Hendriks (1999) c h a m m k knowiedge sharing as simiIar to cornmunicatio.
because t k e needs to be s o n sort of reiationship between the two partiparties
involved in
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sharing. Hendrïks dues tnot see knowIedge sharing as passive iike Weiss (1999) does,
rather there is reciprocity involved which requires more involvement than s h p ly
accessing a 'knowledge source'.

Having some sort of comection between knowledge sharing parties is important

in Hendnks' (1999) modef. This is because knowledge is not just simply transferred
f?om one to another. An mdividual or g r o g must 6rst codify what îhey know in order to
pass it on to m o k r individuai or group, w b in ~ u r m
n u t make sense of 3. A certain

degree of teamhg must occur on bebaifo f h t h partr-esto make knowledge sharing
effective.

h Hendriks' mode1 there are senders and receivers; senciers are termed
'know1edge owners' wbiie receivers are d e d 'knowledge reconstnictors'. Kwwledge
owners mut first codfi and understand the knowledge they possess. h w i e d g e sharhg
occurs w h n the sender takes an action termed by Hendriks as 'exterdimion'. This

may include Ming, q m h g , and demonstrating; most ofien it is a conscious act but as
with Nonaka and Takeuchi, extenialization couId occur tmconsciously through

observation. One pemn carmot share what they know wiihout another receiviag the
information. So m order for shanng to occur, kwwIedge moustructors must receive the
information thai is king tmnmked. This is called 'interdhtion' by Hendriks.
Knowlecige teconstructors ht&e

or absorb information h u g h processes such as

Iearning by do&, reading or interprethg. Both the sender and receiver take an active
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mie in knowledge sharing. And the= is reciprocity in the act, as one party c a m t share
what they know without another receiving that information. A person who just takes
information is not involved in knowledge sharing,just as one who transmits information
without 'iistening' to others is also mt considered to be sharing.

Conclusion

Descriptions of knowledge and knowledge shariag are provideci m this chapter to
demonstrate the various conceptualizations that individuais and organizations have
regarding these terms. Research and exampies are presented to support the argument that

people do not M y participate in laiowIedge sbaring. Because people hold different
conceptions of knowledge and knowledge sharing. employees often do not know that
what they know is valuable, or know how to share their knowledge.

If knowledge is considered to be a compIex and organized set of uiformation

(Guudry and Metes, 1996), then often w h t is encouraged in organizations is sharing of
information not knowledge. Sharing details and context is needed to provide the breadth
of content and the depth of thinking afXorded by tacit knowIedge. Without sharing both
explicit and tac3 knowledge, people are ody sharing information - not kmwledge.
Sbaring processes, Iearnings, and how and why things are done aiI contribute to

knowledge sbaring. However, much of the practice in corporate knowledge sbaring
focuses primsrily on the sharing of only one aspect of knowledge - explicii kmwledge -
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which does wt require the depth of thmkmg or broad contort consistent with fiiU
participation.

The definitions used for knowIedge and knowledge sharing differentiate tfris

thesis fiom other knowIedge management iiterature. Much of the popular business
literature focuses its attention on organizational case studies.

This organizationd-centred

practical Merature derives its definitions of knowIedge and knowledge sharing fiom the

practices they see occutnng in the organization under study (Ilavenport, J
k Long &
Beers, 19%; Weiss, 1999; h v e , 1998). More academic research takes a broader
perspective, w k h includes both qualitative and quantitative studies (Nonaka &

Talceuchi 1995; Hendriks. 1999). From these studies. dewions of knowledge and
knowledge sharing have emerged that have ken more rigorously tested, are more aiiencompassing, and universal. According to this academic research, many of the

dehitions of knowledge and knowledge sharing used in popdar business iiterature
woukl not constitute full participation m knowledge sharing. (Hendriks, 1999, Cook &

Brown, 1999;Nonaka & Takeucbi, 1995). This thesis uses the academic deWions of
knowledge and knowtedge sbaring instead ofthe less consistent definitions used by much
of the o k iiterature.

It is recognized in the research literature by many authors (Hendriks, 1999;

Nonaka a2 Talceuchi, 1999 that tacit and explicit knowIedge are both requited h r
employees to have a fidi and complete understanding of the issues, and be able to apply
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this kmwledge. However, in the exampies provided m this chapter that demonstrate
people do not M y participate m knowledge sharing, that whiIe sharing explicit and tacit
bwledge is ideal, it is not commonly hund in organizations. Hendriks' (1999)

description of knowledge sharing recognizes the IeveI of involvernent and leaming
needed by sharers to gain this Ievsl of understanding, Senders and receivers tbat are both

actively involveci in this way M y participate in knowledge sharing.

It i . necessary to understand knowledge and knowIedge sharing in the context of

this research to be able to m e r the question of how people participate in
organizatioaally-maintainedknowledge sharing activities. Peopks perceptions of
knowledge and knowledge sharing intluence the extent to which they view their
knowledge as v h b l e , and whether they know how to share what they kmw. Now that
knowledge and sharing have been defined, it is necessary to explore the mehds by

which knowledge gets shared. Kwwledge sharing happens in many différent ways, but

the focus here is on organizationalIy-mhtainedactivities. This means an explorationof
the way kwiwledge is shared d e r control of the organization. The foiiowing chapter
focuses on the meîhods of knowledge sharing that are maintained by the organization,

predommantIy knowkdge technoiogies.
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Cbapter 3 Information and Knowledge Technoiogy Implemenîation

In the previous chapter, knowledge sharhg was descriid in order to better
understand the current research question, how peopIe participate in organizationallymaintamed knowledge sharing activities. KwwIedge sharing is d e s c r i i as a reciprocal
transmission of both explicit and t a i t knowledge that aiiows for deeper thinking
processes such as evaluation and d y s i s to be appiied to the knowledge (Hendriks,
1999; Frappa010 & Capshaw, 1999; ilavenport, et ai, 1998). Knowledge sharing that
incorporates these three dimensions - reciprocity, explicit and tacit knowledge sharing
and deeper thought processes - are seen as the haiimarks of full participation. The term

-0rganizationdy-maintaine&puts M

s on the method of knowledge shariug, or the

context in which these activities occur. Knowledge sharing can occur in many different
situations, both formai and informal. The term organizatiody-maintaineddemonstrates

a focus on formal knowledge sharing activities. Knowledge is shared informally ail the
tirne in organizations. in order to better olanage kuowfedge and make it accessible
throughout the organization, organizations are implementing f o n d knowledge sharing
saategies.

There is virtuaiiy no debate regarding the importance of technology in creating a
new economy, technology is considerd by many to be the primary driver of the

Idormation Age (Lowe, 2000; Hoff-

1998; Stewart, 1997). It is important to study

knowledge technologies because information technology is a fùndamentai component of
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the current work environment, and the principai way organizations maintain formai

knowledge sharing actMties. In much of the litmture and practice, formai knowledge
sharing strategies (more commody termed knowkdge management) has becorne
synonymous with information technology solutions. Kwwtedge sharing and knowIedge
management research has focused primanly on information technologies, to the extent

that in a review of knowledge management literature h m 1998. Swan, et al (1999) found
that 70% of the research focused on the use of information technologies. Therefore, in
studying knowledge sharing in organkatïoas, it is essential to focus on the use of
information technologies. Beyond the assertion that there is a limited amount of
knowledge sharing maintained by the orgmhtion that does not rely on technologicai
methods, there may also be benefits to using technology for these purposes that warrant

the research on knowledge technologies (Wang, 1998; Mannecke & Valacich, 1998).
There is some debate as to whether technology-based methods aüow for fiill participation
in knowledge sharing. Some authors believe that techIogy is not a good way to share

knowledge because tecbnoIogy-based methods are seen to only enable the sharing of
expiicit knowledge (Frappa010 & Capshaw, 1999; Swan,et ai, 1999). These authors then

advocate the use of informai and non-technical methuds, which they believe kilitate the
sharing of tacit knowledge. These methods however are not generally maintained or
controlled by the organization and thus do not allow for quai access.

This chapter examiaes two issues reiated to ihe use oftechnology that idluences

peopies' participation m knowledge sharing. Witb a hcus on formal, technology-based
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meth&, the general c o n a m in the liferature is that people are not able to M y
participate in s h i n g because tecblogy does not allow for the sharing of tait

knowledge (Frapplo & Capshaw, 1999, Swan, et al, 1999). Also, poor usage or
implementation of the tectinobgy is seea to have a negative impact on participation in

sharing (Ailee, 1997). Therefore, both the tecimology itselfand the way techwlogy is
implemented do not d o w empIoyees to M y participate in knowledge sharùig activities.

Formai and infbnnai methods of knowledge sharing are discussed in this chapter.
h m the view that while cornmon, formai technology-basedtools do wt facilitate hii

participation, The implementation of t e c h logy-based tools is also discussed,
demonstrating that poor implementation does not encourage full participation in
knowledge sharing activities.

Formal and Informal Knowledge Sharing

F o r d and informal rnethods of knowledge sharing can best be described as
situations or c i r c m e s in whkh knowledge can be shared. ïhe distinction between

formai and i n f o d knowiedge sbaring relates to the Ievel of controI and idluence the
organization has over the kmwledge sharing, and is not specifically related to the content

of ttce ImowIedge. Bothexplkit and tach knowledge can be shared via i~&ruia.iand

fGnaaI methods, aithougfi some fkel informal methods may best transfer mit knowledge

and formai methods work to shate expiicit kmiwiedge.
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Informol g i i a w ~ Se h m i lnformal knowledge sharing happens in casuaI
conversations and personai interactions between CO-workers. These interactions rnay
bappen frilce-to-face, and could also occur through e

d between two individuais. What

makes these types of communications idormal is that the organization cannot coattol or

direct the information king shared. Some authors have argued that expiicit and
especially tacit laiowledge sbaring can oniy occur, or occurs most effectively in informal
situations (Frappa010 & Capshaw, 1999; Swan,et aI, 1999). This is based on how
knowledge is shared. Explicit kwwledge is seen to be easy to transfer in either formai or
iBformal formats. Tacit knowledge is l e s easiiy codifie& or put into words, and is
therefore seen to be difficult to share via technotogy, making it more iikely to be shared
infonriaiIy than forrnaliy.

As d e s a i i d in the previous chapter. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) take the

perspective that knowledge sharing happens m face-to-fice situations. Other authors also
question the vaIue of technology-based solutions over social networking. Personal
connections and socioemotionai communication, which are informa1 methods, are seen as

valuable, if not necessary in making sense of knowledge shared (Swan, et ai, 1999).
Those who believe that tacit kmwledge cannot be shared formaily or via technology say
it is because social connectionsare not able to be made using techwlogy. Monnation

technology tools tend to increase task-focused communications and d u c e
socioernotionai communication, which generdy means that negative social messages are
absent that wouid decrease participation. However, the reduction of socioemotionai
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communication also means that positive conimunication that buiids group connectivity is
aiso absent, ami means that participants are g

d y l e s satisfied (Kahai & Cooper,

1999). With the focus of information techlogy on extracthg and stnicturing

knowledge, knowledge sharing across social communities or social networking processes

is not addressed or encouraged (Swan,et ai, 1999).

These social processes are seen to be necessary m sharing tacit knowledge in

particular. Swan, et a1 (1999) believe that a heavy focus on information technology

means that tacit knowledge is w t captured, SimilsuIy, Frappa010 and Capshaw (1999)
believe that rnining tacit knowledge using IT is difficult, and in the long nui winecessary.
Frappa010 and Capshaw (1999) assert that despite the focus on IT,these is a human role

in knowledge sharing/management. Maintainhg personal connections would access any
mit knowledge unavailable h u g h information technologies.

The knowledge that is shared in h e mteractions is not captured in any way that
could be distriiuted throughout the organizarion. in these conversations CO-workers

share knowledge only between the parties directly involved. Therefore, when initiating
imowledge sharing in an organization, the activities are generaiiy f o d in order to
capture auci d i s t n i e howledge to aü employees in the organization (AUee,1997).
Formai methods of knowiedge sharing ailows kmwledge to be available widely and
e q d y to viaually aii members of an otganizaîiin, whereas informal methods share

knowledge only between a îkw individualS. In temis of accessiiility, forma1 knowIedge
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sharing activities better Miliorganizatiod and individuai knowledge needs by
providing methods to enter, categorize, store and distribute hwledge for al1

organizationai members.

Authors such as Frappaolo and Capshaw (1999) and Swan,et a1 (1999) are
concemed with research into knowledge management taking on a strong Focus on
information technology, because these authors feel that knowledge, and in particular tacit
knowledge is not effectively shared due to the lack of social co~ectionsmade through
information technologies. Therefore, a focus on information technology is thought to

Iimit study into some necessary elements of knowledge management. For the purposes of
this thesis it is important however to gain some understanding of formai meuiods of
knowiedge shatiag. Rimarily because th& research focuses on these organizationaiiymaintained actMties, but also because these formai methods are most prevaknt in
organizations attempting to implement bwledge sharing.

Formol bowidge Shmng. Knowledge technologies are generaiiy considered

to be formai knowledge sharing strategies. They are implemented by the organization

and enable the distriiution of the same knowledge to aii organizational mernbers. This
helps in accessing and understand'mg the vast amount of knowiedge that employees bave

and the o r g d i o n coIiects in its' daiiy business. Knowledge technologies eacompass
many different processes, inçluding communication and managing mformatioa The

overd pinpose of knowledge techwlogies is directeci to manage the large amormts of
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knowledge contained within the organizatioa This is generally done through the creation

and excbange of knowledge. Strategies ami processes of bwledge technologies that
involve tthe creation of knowledge include those that support the building, identification.
capturing and retention ofknowledge (Aiiee, 1997; McCarnpbeii, Clare & Gitters, 1999),
as weil as technologies that help find meaning, patterns and categorize infiormation as

knowledge (Mee, 1997). The exchange of knowledge involves technologicai strategies

and processes that communicaîe and Ieverage knowledge (Allee, 1997; McCampbeU et

al 1999).

Kwwledge technologies are maintaineci by the organization in order to structure
the information to suit the organizationai context and goals, and to ensure access by ail

empIoyees. AUee (1997)descriis a number of requisite components of these knowledge
technologies, which exist to varying degrees in organizations. Employees must have
onIine access to the knowledge technology system, in order to have easy and equitable
access to information. This coincides with Frappa010 and Capshaw's (1999)belief that
an organizational intranet is miportant. An organhbnal intranet is seen as the 'critical
pipehe' for supplying mformation to employees. E m d com~ctivityis also miportant
for news to be sbared, which can incorporate topic-basai information resources and other
mformation maintamed by the organization. OtganizationaI mtranets and emaii Iistservs

are formal methods of sharing and it is most likely to h d expiicit bwledge in these
sirategies.
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There are o k wmponem of systems that can muke up an uverall knowledge

management strategy tbat is maintained by the organization for bwledge sharing. in
addition to intrmets and oniiue access, document management is a necessary fouradatmn
component of a q knowledge technology. Document management systemsensure that

employees have access to a *ety

of needed information, such as reports, past

presentations, research, memos (Ailee, 1997). Document nianagement systems are
categotized and organized for iedividuals to be able to be able to easily access needed

information Despite the centrality of document management, knowledge technologies

are more than an extension of document management. Document management strategies
are a h formal metho& that c m contain both tacit arad explicit knowledge. KnowIedge
technologies are a complex integration of a number of systems and processes (Frappa010
& Capshaw, 1999). For instance, new technologies are emerging that will be able to see

patterns and malle connections in data, such as automatecl data mining or auto-discovery
systems. While not common at this point, these systemscan improve upon existing

knowledge management straîegies (AiIee, 1997).

Many of ttKse kmwIedge management strate*

appear to have beneffi in

o r g a - ga d pmcessing knowkdge that iç in îhe system, also klping individuais
access and h d meaning m knowledge. A focus on accessing knowIedge only pays

attention to one side of the h w k d g e sharing process. Knowledge sharing is a

reciprocai process, and ifparticipants ody receive kmwiedge by withdrawing knowledge

h m the system and do wt sead inkrmation, they are not M y participatiag in
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knowledge sharing. The preoccupation on accessing raîher than inputting knowledge into
knowledge management systems Limit the effectiveness of these formai methods for fùli
participation in kwwledge sharing.

The concern that some authon have with the ability to make sociai connections
using tecùnology is also not addtessed to any extent iu the above iiterature on formai
methods of knowledge s u . Communication generally refers to the interaction
between individuals and technobgy, d e r than interaction between two or more
individuals. Without this sociai dimension, it is argued that tacit knowledge is not able to
be shared (Frappa010 $ Capshaw, 1999). Components of knowledge management such
as document management focuses on explicit knowIedge only. Taken together, formal
knowledge management tends to focus on the sharing of explicit knowledge and does w t
enable the sharing of tacit iamwledge. Full participation in knowledge sharing requires
the sharing of both types of kaowledge.

implementation of Knowledge Shaiing Activities

Another concern regarding employees' participation in knowledge sharing relates
to the implementation of niformation tecbnology toois. Aiiee (1997) believes that the
focus on information technology has led to poor or mecessary IT tools king
implemented- A resuit of this poor implementation of tools, employees ofien do mt M y
parikiite in knowIedge s b g , Some organizations dwelop and implemem
knowledge s M g IT acGvities *ut

fully understandiag the prtrpose and the desireci
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outcornes. Mec (1997) suggests hiorganizations ofhi implement technology without
imderstanciing the neeù it is fulfillifig, whai h u l d be collecteci to meet the intended

business neeà, or how to use the hfbrmation that is collecteci. This may mean that the
technology does aot appiy to the business probIems that should k addressed. The result

of this is that for either the whole organization, or certain groups within the organization,
the technoiogy impedes rather than firciIites work processes.

These systems 0 t h do mit work because the organization bas mt paid attention

to the ways people use information, and implementing a new system often requires
restnicninng of people as well (Lowe, 2000). EmpIoyee kkviour appeacs to be
important for the successful implernentation of technoIogy, organizations benefa fiom

paying attention to the organizationai structm and the way p p k work d use

information. Ofien knowledge management initiatives build mformation techwbgy
solutions without attempting to integrate it with how people wok or the current systems
already in phce. When techwlogy mates more complex work processes, employees are

less likeIy to use the technology to its Miest, participoiting ody m a Lùnited sense
(Holloway, 2000).

An example of technoIogy impedïng rather than supporting work processes is

comeyed by Swan, et ai (1999). A bank attempted to implemmt a knowiedge
management strategy to coaaect disparaxe business units, Howwer, each lmit

implemenîed &eu own strategy, addressiog th& own qecific needs rather tban focusing
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was that very limited expikit lmowtedge was shared

within oniy one of the business w i t s and none shared between business units as was
planned. Employees did not participate in knowledge sharing because the technology
was not implemented in a way that met their needs. This poor implementation a d d r e s , ~

the m n g organizationiil ne&

and the outcorne was Iimited participation. A focus on

the technology instead of how peopIe were going to use the system ld to this poor

impkmentation.

According to Merfyn and Villikangas (1998) most mney spent on technoiogy bas
focused on Iow Ievel proceses that gatfier information or automate simpIe tiinctioas. As
studied over the, technology implemented in this way has resulted in unchged or

diminished 1eveIs of productivity as employees do not hlly involvement themselves in
u s a the technobgy or it does not expedite processes. These authors feel that to use

techuology to inmase productivity or 'movation, mney must be spent on technologybased soiutions that are high Ievel kaowledge-based processes. These kinds of processes

heIp employees manage?contextuab, and h d meanhg in the iarge amounts of
information they must utiiize in their work and aiiow fOr employees to share knowledge

that incorporates the quaihies needed for Miparticipation, such as explicit and tacit
knowIedge shared, and context and d e a s required for deeper Ievels of thou*
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Conclusion
Some authors (Frappa010 & Capshaw, 1999;Swan, et ai, 1999)argue that
knowledge is not effectively shared using tecbnology based methods, primarily because
they believe that tacit howledge cannot be shared via technology. This is due to the
beiief that social connections needed to share ta& knowledge cannot be developed using
technology. Aiiee (1997)and M e r b and Vâlikangas (1998),state that people do not
participate in knowledge sharing because most technology based solutions are not weU
implemented, manhg that the tool does not meet organizational or individual needs.
Employees are not encourageci to fulIy engage in ushg tools that do not help their work
processes, and thus do not fdiy participate in knowledge sharing.

When examinhg knowledge sharing in organizations, it is important to inçlude
technology as a point of research as it is the prirnary way knowledge gets shared. ïhe
broader concept of knowledge sharing has been discussed, and in this chapter, the
delking ümits of what 'organizationally-maintained' knowledge sharing is has been
descriid.

Wth the heavy emphasis on techaology in the knowledge management literature.
individuai usage of technology-based tools for knowledge sharing is not fûUy addressed.
A focus on the technology tends to look at implementation of knowledge sharing at an

organizational leveL This research then misses gainhg an understandhg of individual
experiences with technology. As discussed in this chapter, people gewrally do not share
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their knowledge when they find that techwlogy does not meet the5 weds. With an

organizational perspective, individuai needs are not exploreci or taken into account. 1 .
this thesis, by focusing on empIoyees, I am able to l e m more about empbyees' use of

technology and their perspectives. This assists in gaining an understanding of what
empioyees' needs are. A h , an iudïviduai perspective helps to determine factors in using
techwlogy to share knowledge that might be positive or negative for employees, rather
than the focus on the positive factors for organizations. This aiiows me to question

whether or not technology is the best method to sbare knowledge instead of focusing
attention on how to force the technology to try and meet organizational ne&.

When studying organizationafiy-maintainedactivities, it is important to

derstand the work environment as the context in which these activities occur. There is
a certain expectation that by introducing a new knowledge technology, organizatiod
behaviours will change to fit (De Long, 1996). However, the use oftechnology is shaped
by how the culture supports it, t,(s)orne organizations have Iearned an expensive yet

valuable lesson: to pay more attention to the people side of technological change."
(Lowe, 2000, p.74). The introduction of technology makes various activities possibIe but
does w t necessarily motivate the behaviour to actually use the tool m the way in which

the organization hopes (Hercdriks, 1999). As Hendriks (1999) bas pointed out. it is not
the technology itselfthat mduces knowledge sharing, but rather a separate motivation to

share IaiowIedge, and technology is simply an enabler. These separate motivators often
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work environment, and career issues. The impact the

work environment has on knowledge sharing is explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4 - Work Environment

The previous cbapter examined the concept of ' o r ~ t i o n d y - m a i n t a i n e c
activities as a techaology based tool use to share knowledge. ûrganizatiody-

maintained tools ensure that knowledge is d i i i u t e d b u g h o u t the organization in
order to enable access for aii employees. Organizationally-maintaineda h means that

the organization directs and controls the knowledge sharing activities. Because these
knowledge sharing activities take place at an organizational level they influence and are
influenced by the overaii work environment. The work environment encompasses the
n o m , values and s h e d assurnptions of cuiture, and also includes work practices,

organizational structure and wider societai iduences on the organizatioa There is a
variety of research that says organizational culture is a key factor in knowledge sharhg

(De Long, 1996).

As outheci in the Introduction, changes in the overall work environment have ted
to increased importance placed on knowledge, and si@cant

changes in employees'

career patterns. Knowledge has traditionally been viewed fkom the epistemology of
possession perspective, as something that is owned. The traditional perspective does not
encourage shating, and focuses more on individuai achievement. However, changes in
the work environment have made sharing kmwledge more miportant, and organizations
thus encourage employees to be more collaborative. These chmges are telatively new

and there is littie evidence that workers or organizations have made a sudden ideoIogicaI
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shift to valuing and adopting these a w practices required for the new work enviromnt
(Baker & Aldrich, 1996). This means that the idealistic perspective identified in the
üterature in which people and organizations benefit h m the aew work environment has
not been M y bought into or realized by either employees or organizations. Because

people bave not made the switch to valuing sharing, people are inhi'bited f?om sharing.

howiedipe in the Nm Econosny. Aithough traditionally knowledge has been

seen as something to be stockpüed by an individuai, this has changed as a result oFthe
new 'knowledge economy'. The new economy has placed people closer to sources of

knowledge, such as custorners, and has increased their access to knowledge. But instead
of acquiring and then storing knowledge within an individual, rapid changes in the

business environment requires that knowledge be renewed. Allee (1997) descri'bes the

nature of knowledge in the new ecowmy well:
As the possessor of knowiedge 1can seli it, trade it, or give it away, and yet 1stiil
have it. 1can tuni around a day Iater and seii it, trade it, or give it away again. In

order to continue this process 1must continually renew, replenish, exparmd and
create yet more kwwledge. For knowledge today is perishable-.. kwwIedge has
a limiteci shelf He and can quickiy becomc obsolete. (p. IO)
It is important to highlight the non-proprietaty, flelaile nature of knowledge as
something that cannot be taken away by others, and that knowledge that is not
continuaüy updated is considered useless. Howwer, this is what the business lititeranite
sees as the way to deai with knowIedge. Theoreticaüy, this might be a usefiil method to
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process knowledge, but practicaily, this would be difficult for iodividuals who do not

view knowledge in this way. Cook and Brown (1999) state that the traditionai
perspective of knowledge as timeless fàcîs possessed by individuals is still the most
common found in organizations and individuals. From this traditional perspecùve there
would be little need for knowledge to be renewed, and giving ones knowledge to
someone eise wouid lessen the value.

Chmging Career Coiifnrcr. Changes in the work environment have also had an

impact on people's careers. Hall and Mirvis (19%) descrii how the career contract
between employer and employee has changed. It has shifted 6om a long-term mutual

cornmitment on behalf of both employer and emptoyee, to a shorter-term exchange of

benefits and s e ~ c e s .Changes in organizational structure, due to factors such as
competition and downsizing have Ied to this unstable career contract (Baker & Aldrich,
1996). The cbanging employment contract has meant that people are l e s loyai, and new
careers are characterized by people moWig tiom job to job instead of remaining with one
organization (Baker & Aldrich, 1996). More and more ofien, jobs are outsourced,
contracted, part-time, and temporary. These jobs are poorly paid, provide no benefits and

people are ofien overworked Essentially, employees have more demands with fewer
rewards (Moses, 1997). The new career environment has led people to k
l as though

they need to be more cornpetitive and ruthless in order to survive in k i r organization.
This transiates into seeing CO-workersas rivals, thus creating a constant need to compte

and market oneseif (Moses, 1997).
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Due to this career environment, empbyees must work to retain their cornpetitive
advantage. This sort of environment limits employees participation in knowledge
sharing; employees are less ükely to engage in sharing if they do not trust their co-

workers or the organizatioq and feel that sharing could compromise their position.
Hoiioway (2000) identifies a number of reasons people may not participate in knowledge
sharing activities. These are based on the changing nature of both knowledge and the

work environment. People may w t sbare because they believe tbat knowledge is power
and that hoarding knowledge results in job security. People aiso might not sbare because
they feel that they wili not get credit for or maintain ownership of their knowledge. One
other reason provided by Hoiioway is a fear that people may have of makuig a mistake or
not king right.

in this chapter 1 discuss the reasons why people are inhibiteci korn knowledge

sharing, based on conditions m the overall work environment, and more specifïcally
career issues and the nature of knowledge. Each of these three issues are discussed in
turn. First, 1 explore the view that people do w t h u e because they see knowledge as

power and view hoarding as a way to inmase their job security. This issue shows the
puii between traditionai views of knowledge and employees response to the changing
weer environment. The next issue expbred empIoyees' concem that they wiil not get
credit or maintah ownership relates to the traditional organization view of mdividuai
achievement as cornpared to the newer encouragement for coliaboration. Lady, 1
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discuss employees fear of not bebg right or making a mistake as a h t o r in not füily
participating in knowledge sharing m e s .

KhowMge as Job Seau@. The idea that knowledge is power cornes îiom the

epistemology of possession perspective. This has been the traditionai view of

kmwledge, as something to be acquired and owned. Ownership is a capitalist concept,
which says more is better for ecommic gains ( m e , 1997). Controhg and owrilng

more knowledge bas k e n seen to graot an individual more power. In this perspective,
knowledge is a commodity, and sbaring kmwledge does not d e economic sense. It is
not seen as useful to îÏee1y exchange kwwledge, instead holding onto or hoardii
knowledge appears to be more beneficial. By hoardiig knowledge, individuals believe
they are holding onto their power, and thus ensirring their job security, and other personal
benefis such as promotions and bonuses.

With uncertain career prospects, power over k i r job and career is increasingly

important to individuak. Careers now derriand that ernployees be more selfilirected and
resilient (Altman & Post, 1996), and take conttioi over their careers. Organizations used
to manage employee careers, now this is au employees responsiiiiity. However,
ernployees have not changed significantiyl empIoyment has, and many people do not
have the skiiis to work within the new d e s (Baker& Aldrich, 1996). This means that
people seek control where they can,which is control over what work-related knowledge
they possess.
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For many individuals, sharing what they know is associated with the risk of
downsizing (Livingstone, 1999). These individu& were unwüiing to share their
knowledge because they saw that once the organization possessed what the employees
knew, the ernployees were no longer be needed. in distn'buting knowledge across the
organiPition to becorne more efficient, fewer workers are needed; downsizing is one
method of increasing efficiency according to some organizational theorists (Hammer &
Champy, 1993). Various authors have commented on the importance of knowledge

management to capture the knowledge of employees, specificaiiy because of the problem
with employees leaving and taking their knowledge with them (Mueller & Dyerson,

1999; Gee, et ai, 1996). Workers, as possessors of unique knowledge assure their job
positions by being an integral piece of the work process. If they are the only ones who
know that they know, they are necessary to the process. De Long (1996) provides
research that demonstrates that people do not sbare because they beiieve that knowledge

is a method of securing their job. By adhering to a traditionai view of knowledge as
power, employees do not share their kmwledge because ihey believe their jobs are more
secure if they keep knowledge to themselves. The fear of sharing knowkdge only to

have the receiver of that knowledge or the organization replace them stops people fiom
M y participating m knowledge sharing activities.

MoUIfaining On,nersh@ ûw &owledge.

The belief that knowledge is pwer

also reIates to the next issue identined by Hoiioway (2000). Peopk are reiuctant to share

lrwwledge becausi; they fee1 they wiU not maintain ownership over their howledge, or
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will mt get credit. As stated above, when knowledge is seen to be something that can be
'owned', kmwledge is believed to bnng power to the possessor of that Imowledge. The
implicationof w t maintainhg ownership or credit over knowledge is that peopk are

compromising their competitive advantage.

Weiss (1999) provides an example of an individual who did w t share their
knowledge with a CO-workerbecause they were womed about not getting credit. From
the perspective of the person who possessed the knowledge, they had worked hard and

spent a great deai of tirne acquiring this knowledge. This person was concemed that the
person asking for the knowledge would take the work put their name on it and get the
credit instead of the knowledge possessor who had done the original work. In this case

the individual who possessed the needed knowledge felt protective about their
knowiedge, and did not &are because they felt someone else wouid take credit for kir
work. This individual believed they wouId lose their competitive advantage to someoue

else by sharing. it is apparent h m this example that this individual does not adtiere to
the view of knowiedge descrii'bed by Aüee (1997), that knowledge that is shared is
regenerated and improves when others pmcess and provide feedback on the knowledge.
Also, Kramer (1999) offers research tbat relates to the concerns of the individual in

Weiss' exampIe. People often do mt &are because they feel that their efforts will m t be

reciprocated, so sfiating is not worth the time it takes.
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Weiss (1999) provides an example of another individual who was reluctant to
share their howledge, also because of their concem with losing their cornpetitive
advanîage in relation to losing owaership or credit over their knowledge. This individual
possessed knowledge that was unique, and although unconcemed about job security

specificaiiy, this individuai fek that king the ody one whh the particular knowledge
made them more vaiuable. This person did not want the value of their knowledge diluted
by mauy people possessing the same knowledge.

Downsizing and the new work environment has demanded increases in individual
work that conmiutes directly to organizatiomi success (Bud,1996). So employees
improve their chances for promotion and status by possessing knowledge that is valuabIe
to the organization,

FoUowing the view tbat knowledge is something owned, knowledge

is more ValuabIe to the organization ifit is a scarce sesource, Therefore individuals with
unique knowledge see it as more vaiuable if they are the only source and not many

peuple.

Another reason maintainhg ownership and credit over knowledge is important for
individuais relates to the value placed on individuai achievement. Traditionaily, sharing
and collaboration is has been Iilcely to be viewed as inappropriate behaviour by many
individuals. For instance, m school peopIe learn that sharmg is considered to be
cheating, and is w t condoneci (Hoiioway, 2000). Aithough this is a generalization, most
people who go through westernized organimions growhg up have leamed that
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individuai achievement is more vahied tlm group effort. Business organizations
continue this practice by rewarding and recognizing people based on individuai
achievement rather than rewarding teaas (Katzenbach& Smith, 1993). The value placed
on individual achievernent reinforces employees desire to maintain ownership and credit
over their knowledge.

Fear of Mizking a Mis?&

Holloway (2000) identitied another reason why

people do not share. Tbis author fotmd employees do not share because they are a.ûaid of
making a mistake or not king right. Employees are concemed about losing their
competitive advantage by king wrong or looking foolish. Sharing opens people up to
others comments and makes their knowledge more visible. If they are uncertain about
their knowledge, they are less likely to f e l cornfortable sharing their knowledge with

others. This mentaiity may be especiaily apparent in a conservative or risk-intolerant
organipition. In an organization that does not approve of risk-taking, mistakes that
people make may be punished, ïnstead of seen as a learning opp~rtunity~
People woufd
be much Iess likely to share theii krmwledge ifthey were a h i d of being punished if

wcong. De Long (1996) states that intimidation and kar of looking stupid compeIs
people to keep their knowledge to tbemselves.

This issue is closely related to the concept of social validity. People tend to focus
more on commonly held knowledge than unique knowledge. This is because groups
assess the vaiidity of mformation by seekuig consensus or independent confÜmatioa that
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the information is correct (Stasser, 1999). ifthe knowledge is unique, it may not be able
to be validated, and therefore it is sociaiiy rkky for an individuai to share it. The social
costs involveci may include Iooking foolish or tamishing ones reputation. People who are
a h i d of king wrong or making a rnistake wiii be tes wiiling to risk sharing knowiedge
due to these social costs.

Trust The common thread amongst ad t h e fàctors is not just about maintaining
competitive advantage. Fears of not maintaining job security or ownership over
knowledge, and of king wrong all k

t knowtedge sharing m an attempt by employees

to remain competitive. However, another issue also play s a rok in each of these three
issues, the level of trust experienced by emptoyees aIso has an impact on whether or not
they share. De Long (1996) and Kramer (1999) both outiine the importance of trust
issues. Sharing is based on coopedon and people wilI only cooperate and share their
howledge heIy ifthere is a hi& degree of tnist, Kramer (1999) States that people
generally denionstrate setf-interest and do not share what they know because it is l e s
risky. Many people feel they wiil either not gain any bene& or worse, lose their

competitive advantage. PeopIe wilI not share if they do not trust that their intellectual
capital w ü i be cospted or exploite& ifothers will take credit for their work (Kramer,
1999). When emptoyees do not tnist th& CO-workers, wüi be a h i d of king wrong

because trust is necessary in an environment that is tolerant of people m a b g mistakes.
And employees must have trust in the otganizaton or they will not share their

kmwledge, which is their source of power, for fezir of losing their jobs.
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Conclusion

Research that bas focused on orgauizational culture and knowledge sharing hûs
found that people do not fidy participate m knowledge sharing activities (De Long, 1996;
HoUoway, 2000). Employees do not share because, consistent with an epistemology of
possession perspective, they view knowledge as power. Knowledge is seen to provide
employees with a method to maintain their competitive advantage. The current career
environment deniands that employees work to maintain their competitive advantage. In
order to make their jobs more secure, and to maintain ownership or credit over their
knowledge, people do not participate in sharing activities. People are also afhid of
making a mistake, which also limits their knowledge shating. When employees do not

trusttheir CO-workersor their organization, sharing knowledge is a risk to their
competitive advantage.

Because the majority of the knowledge management literanire focuses on an
orgmhtional level ratfier than on mdividuais, many of the issues discussed in this
chapter go unexplored. The focus on the organization tends to assume that knowledge
sharing is usehl and positive. However, this limited focus then ignores any potential

costs to individuais. This chapter bas identified a number of costs to employees reiated to
losing their competitive advantage. By focushg on an individual perspective in this

thesis. 1 am able to explore these costs instead of presuming that the benef3s outweigh
the costs. This shouid provide a more realistic and employee-centred view of the benefits
and costs of knowledge shariug to employees.

This may lead to a greater understanding
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of why people may not participate and how to encourage participation than organizationcentred research.
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Cbapter 5 - Method and Metbodoiogy

Based on theories of organizational Ie&g

(Crossan, Lane & White, 1999) and

kmwledge sharing (Hendriks, 1999; Nonaka & Takeucbi, 1999, the value of social
connections at an individual level cannot be overiooked. As argueci in previous chapters,
howledge must be shared as part of a social seeding and receiving process in order fer
individu& to be tùiiy participating. The necessity of connections, individual action and

participation in sharing activities that enable learning is documentexi as the hallmarks of
successfid knowledge sharing activities in organizations. However, despite the large
amount of research into knowledge management in recent years, there has been Iimited
research d o the social factors. While social Factors such as c u h e and personal
connections are acknowledged (Davenport & Pnisak, 1998), Little a

d research can be

f o n d to heIp understand the impact of these factors on knowledge management. Social
factors generally relate to the employee pempective and employee experiences, and are
essentially ignored in much of the current knowledge management Literature (Gee, et ai,
1996; Swan,et ai, 1999). This point was discussed in the previous chapter with Merature

supporting t&eargument that most of the current iiterature focuses on knowledge

m e m e n t and sharing h m an organizational or m a n a g d perspective (Hammer &
Champy, 1993; Edwisson & Maione, 1996; Stewart, 1997) whiIe not M y addressing
mdividual issues.
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Research conducted by Spmull and Kiesler (199 1) support the argument that
research mto social and individual issues is important and necessary. These authors have
identined two levels of impacts that techndogy has on an organization. First level
effects deal with the plauned impacts of the technology, and generally deai with
efficiency gains. Second level eflècts are the social and organizationai changes that come
about as a result of implementing technology. Second level effects take tirne to appear
and are Wcult to measure, they are also unexpected. Organizations tend to focus on

and research first level effects because efficiency gains are the primary focus and are easy
to gather data on (Sprouii & Kiesler, 1991). Second levei effects however are deemed
much more important by Sprouii & Kiesler (1991) but because they are not p h e d and
evolve over the, the organization does not tend to research these effects. Second level
effects have an amplification effect throughout the organization, which make the social

and organizational impacts of techaology more important and wide-reaching than h

t

level effects. Sprodl and Kiesler's (1991) research presents a compelliug reason to

research social and personal issues telateci to techaology.

As noted above, previous research has not M y addresseci many social and

mâividuai issues related to participation m sharing hwledge, leading to an mcomplete
pictuce of knowledge sharing. h order to better derstand participation m knowledge
sharing, these social connectivity issues must be studied, QuaIitative research provides
usefiil msight mto these issues, as it is well suited for investigatmg socid relations and
interactions (FIick, 1998). Quaiitative methodologies are able to better identify and study

social aspects of kwwledge management to a greater extent than quantitative research is
able. For instance, it is important to recognize the role of the individuai within the
organization, and the motivational factors associated with participation in knowledge

sharing-

The research question, how do peopIe participate in organizationally-maintained
knowledge sharing activities is exploratory and descriptive. Qualitative methods better
address this type of question than quantitative research. Qualitative research enables the
researcher to study the context and better understand the complexity associated with
social issues. Also, there are fkw research artides using qualitative methodologies (i.e.

Weiss,19981, this is Likely due to the largely technid rather than social focus of
knowledge management Merature. Employing qualitative methods to the current
research question provides an additional perspective to the current knowledge

management literature.

individuals rnake up organizations. Literature on organizational learning
recognizes that organizations ody leam when individuals are involved to contribute to
that learning (Watkins, 1996; Marsick & Newmaa, 1996). Because it is individuais who

leam and share, not organizations, it can be argued ttiat it is important to address and
derstand individuai issues related to knowledge sharing. This will lead to a greater
overail understanding of knowledge management at a group level and make concerns
and issues regarding the advantages or disadvantages of knowledge management for
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individuais expiicit. So the generai focus of the howiedge management üterature on the
organization or managernents' role in knowledge management leads to a lack of
understanding of employee participation m knowledge sharing activities and misses the

social perspectives such as personal connections with others and interactions between coworkers within kwwledge management or sharing.

Another primary focus m the Iiterature on knowledge management is the related

technoIogicaI tools (Swan,et al, 1999). This preoccupation, dong with the lack of
information on individu&' experience with knowledge sharing rnakes the research seem
incompiete. It does not seem make sense to discuss implementation of knowledge
management tooh without an understanding of how individuais will respond to them.
The technobgicai tool itself does not motivate people to use it, there is a deeper
motivation to share or not and technology cm be an enabler or a bamer (Hendriks, 1999).
Currently, there appears to be linle cleat understanding or interest in peoples' motivations
to involve themselves in knowledge sharing - there is talk of strategies to convince
people to sbare but not why or why not they would share m the 6rst place (Hoiioway,

2000). B a d on the descriptions on the above research foci, research into the personai

issues around knowledge sharing and how itadividuals experience technology is usefui
and needed.

The social aspects that have not gone addresseci deaI with issues around employee
participation in knowledge sharing. A Iook at the social aspects mcludes an
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understanding of employee social interactions, motivationaI factors, experience with
technology among others.

Qualitritive Rewarch Methodoiogies

Qualitative research methods are best suited to investigate, identifL and d e m i
these complex issues (Flick, 1998; Marshall & Rossman, 1999). The above individuai

issues are irnpacted by the corporate culture (Daveqort & Prusak, 1998). Qualitative
methods also can take into acwunt the context, which is important in understanding the
effect culture might have on employee participation in knowiedge sharing. As the current
research also focuses on individuai participation, qualitative methods help to understand
this level of analysis (Mostyn. 1985). Quabtative methods help the researcher understand
the participants' intentions and see them as people. Additionally, as social factors in

knowiedge management have not ken weU studied, it is useful to quaiitativety expiore
the issues, rather tbau determine cause and effet or kquency of sharing activities as
quantitative methodology wouid (FIick, 1998).

There are various strategies for data collection in qualitative research These
range fiom participant observation, to inîerviewing, to case studies. Depending on the
research question, some strategies are better d e d than o h . In the case of the current
research, 1 decided that mterviewing was the best way to gather data required to m e r
the research question. It is important to leam of participants experiences and thoughts in

this research, which is done effêctivek and efficiently througb intaviewing.
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interviewing is usefiil here in the same way quaiitative research is. interviews help to
gain an understanding of social issues, by enabling the researcher to become more

familiarwith the participants' Me (Brenner, 1985). Also interviewhg helps to discover
the social and cultural context associated with participant responses (Marshall &

Rossman, 1999). Resembiing qualitative research generally, interviewing identifies what
kinds of things are happening rather than determinhg fkquency (Bre~er,1985).
Therefore interviewhg is well suited to help descrii complex situations (Marshall &

Rossman, 1999).

Intmiiwing. Interviewhg also provides me with an opportunity to c1ariQ

responses, which could not be doue in quantitative research (Marshall & Rossman, 1999).

Additioaally, interviewhg provides benefits over other qualitative methods. For
instance, it provides the opportunity to hear and discuss the participants thoughts, feelings
and experiences, which cannot be gained through observation only. Based on the

research question, it is necessary to understand peoples' experiences with a certain
phewmenon, kwwledge sharing via technology, and would be mefficient to coiiect this
data using m-depth case studies which wodd provide more detail and background

idbrmation than required. However, wide interviewing helps to facilitate analysis, it
aiso can compromise validity. Data fiom interviewing is open to multiple interpretations

and could be unduiy influenceci by the researchers' biases (Marshall & Rossman, 1999).

This lack of objectivity is not seai as negative by other authors, as researcher
interpretations become part of the data (Fiick, 1998).
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interviewhg was chosen as the preferred research method for tbis research The
ibliowing sections outline the organization in which îhe research was conducteci and why

this was an ideal location. Further, the tecblogy system the organizaîion uses is also
descriW. Information about the participants and the sarnpling used to choose

participants is a h documenteci

Organizrition

..

The research location is the administrative organization within a municipal
govemment in a large Canadian city. The city goverment, wnsisting of mayor and
aldermen set policy and direction to the corporate side of the municipal goverment. The
current research focuses on the corporate, non-elected city employees. This organization
emptoys approximately 12 000 people in 33 business units. These 33 department5 are
groupeci into activity areas, which are then organized into five service poafolio clusters.
Executive officers are responsible for each of these five clusters, and they report to a
CEO. in the past two years the organization has undergone a great ded of re-

organization, which has resuited m the current business structure, as well as significant
staffrnovement, and to a lesser extent layofi.

The cluster involved in the current research deah with a single Business Unit,
Eight departments are included in the research, which work under the broader Unit. This
area has been sirniiatly effected by the corporate re-orgauization, and bas recentiy created
new departments as weii as re-structuring the e&g

departments. For the most part, the
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mrgani7lttinn bas d e d in employees ha-

diffetent job descriptions or working

for diffmnt deparûneuts. This area has implemented a techwlogy-based tooi, WPM,
thughoirt the departr&entswithin the past two ycars. The tw5 while in Large part
supports a reporting stnictute for management though project management, it aiso bas a

communicative purpose. It was envisioned when first implemented, that the tooI would
provide a coilaborative vi.rtual workspace. The use of the tool varies to some extent

htween departments. But ahhough a flexiik twi, t

h are standardized uses,

1gaineci access to this organi7litionb u g h a busirmess contact with the vendor of

the WPM tooL The business contact provided a referral to the key contacts withui the
organization. Upon meeting with these contacts and descrihg the research, ihese
contacts facilitated the

by getting needed approvals, compiliig participant lists,

and introducing me to pmkipants via emaii to Iend credibiIity to the research

This organization provides an ideal location for study of this research question for
a number of reasons. ûrganizationaiiy maintained knowledge sharing activities are

alnaost without exception techwlogicalIy based, therefore it is importaut to study

knowledge technologies in order to derstand employee participation. This org&ion

hm implemented and is using a techIogical-based kmwledge sharing system, The
usage has gone well beyond the pilot stage, where the majority of otber organizations
investigated by myselfare currently at. Ha*

been m use for over a year, tbe

knowiedge management system is welidevebped and bas enabIed participants to
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develop a hiliarity with the technology. A certain cornfort level has been estabiished
for sharing m this way, so it is not new or a novelty. The employees are therefore able to
demonstrate an estabhhed and expenenced perspective on sharing knowledge rather than
unidormed or vague attitudes that those inexperienced with knowIedge management
systems might have.

This organization aIso had a substantiai number of people ushg the system, which
created a reasonable pool of potential participants, easuring that 1 bad access to as many
participants as needed. A h , wiih a large nimber of users,there are enough people
involveci to facilitate sharing. There is a critical mass of users that means that the system
is populated with idormation and individuais wüI access the system

The organization was also beginning an upgrade to the tool to a new version, and
was interested in understanding ways to better 'matket' the tool. While people did

participate in using the tool at times the information was minimal or cursory - only what
was absolutely required. The organization was interested in Iearning more about

employees' participation in sharing activities using WPM, in order to increase usage.

K/PM Tool
The technology-based tool used in this organinirion is d e s c f l i as a work
coordination system, which is marketed as a h m of knowIedge management. The
Company that develops and selis the WFM system view knowiedge management
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simiIarly to the idedistic views d e s c r i i in Chapter Two, piacing emphasis on the need
to include both explicit and tacit knowledge.

While they do not address levels of thinking

directly, they do discuss the use of the system for learning which is associated with
higher Ievels of thought. Although the selling Company sees the value of including both
tacit and explicit knowledge in the system, and views the technology as fhcilitating this

through the way it is useci, the system itself does not have explicit features that soiicit
both forms of knowledge.

The main purpose of this tool is to better coordinate the work of employees at aii
levels. This is done by providing online connectivity, which contniutes to and enhances
communication. The system uses a project management structure as a foundation. and
adds methods of communication to improve coordination of work One of the important

reasons this organization impIemented this tool was to create a virtuai workspace. As

this workspace is based on projects, it also serves another important function for the
organization, which is closer monitoring of work, by providing the ability to see work
progress. In addition to managing projects, the tool also organizes and stores information
as a knowledge management system.

The tool is diMded into two components which one can move easily back and
forth W e e g though the components are not intercomected. The first section, caIled
action, is where projects are mnaged. Projects are stntctured with an overall project

Iisted, with levels and subIeveIs of tasks attached. Individuais working on each ~roject
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can add updates, including reports, meetings notes, action items, presentations, budgets,
memos and other documentation reiated to the project. This serves the purpose of
organizing intonnation to quickly see where projects are at. This is heipfiil for
empIoyees to stay on track and be made aware of their d e s and others in coqleting the
project. This might be even more beneficial to managers who are responsible for many
projects, the action side of WPM aiiows a snap shot overview to update the manager on
the pmgress without having to get into too many details. Awther benefit which is more

helpfiil to employees is having access to aii material reiated to a pmject in one place.
This makes work on a project easier, as weii as facilitating access to past project

knowtedge at a later time.

An important communicative feature of the action side of the tool is the ability to

'set flags' which indicate the statu5 of a project. Various colours show if a project is
runniug smoothly, requires attention or ifthere is a critical issue to be dealt with. A note

is attacheci dong with the cobured fiag, which enables others to read and comment on
the status of the project. Often flags are directed at managers to idorm them of concerns

or other information, but help aii those involved in the pmject be aware of aii issues.

The other section is a library of best practices. The best practices are created h m

projects and work processes, and c m incIude templates, procedures and step-by-step
methods, as weii as summaries of what worked and what did not work. This is d e s c r i i

as the kwwledge side of the tool as it attempts the storing and organizing of knowledge
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in order to kilitate application to future projects- The action side also resembles
Imowkdge tecblogy as it also stores and organizes information and knowledge for

future uses. The li'brary focuses on processes and general templates that could be used in
a wide variety of situations while the action side compiles project-related content,

This tool is a usefbl technology to study in this research. As stated above,
technology-based systems are almost completely equated with howledge sharing
activities tbat are maintained by the organization. Therefore a technology-based
knowIedge sbaring system is important m understanding participation, The K/PM tool

fulfilis the requirement; it is descriid as a knowledge management system, which
mcorporates a communicative aspect that enables knowledge sharing. it aiso includes the
requisite components d e s c r i by Allee (1997) as needed for a knowledge technology.

KtPM has online connectivity and emaii, and includes document management, which are
ail seen as necessary pieces of a knowledge management system.

Sampling

Out of the hger orgauization, approximateiy 250 people use the WPM system.
These 250 people al1 work with or are co~ectedto the Business Unit,and are situateci in
seven rehted departments, and in one other unit that wnsults to the departments but is
not in that Service area. A list of 38 potentiai participants has ken compiled by the

Business Unit out of the 250 users.
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The sampling to c h s e the 38 individuais was purposefid. Miaily out of the
larger organization, the 250 potential participants were selected based on their usage of
the K/PM system, Wrth purposefid sampling, participants are selected based on some

characteristic (Patton, 1990). As this sample is too large, different fonns of purposefid
sarnpling were used. Patton (1990) descri'bes random purposefiil sampling a s a way to
produce a small and manageable sample size out of a larger one, while still adding
credibility (Patton, 1990). Stratifieci sampling is a look at characteristicsof subgroups

within the larger sample (Patton, 1990). Lehman (1991) provides a description of

sampling that combines these concepts. Siratifieci d o m sampling (Lehman, 1991) b a t
d e m i s the selection of participants in the current research h m the potential
purposehl sample of 250. Lehman (1991) explains tbat in stratified random sampling
Wie population is divided into subsets, each of which is then sampled randomiy." (p.516)

The stratification in this sample was in the Business Unit contacts ensuring a
number of participants fiom each business unit were included. It was important to seIect

participants based on this grouping because di8etent deptments use the WPM twI
differently, with varying degrees of participation, in order to get a cIear pichw of
involvement in knowiedge sharing it is usehi to bave a p i c m of knowledge sharing
activities across ail deparunents.

As weli, indMduals at varying levels within the organization are specifically

included, as another subgrouping into management aimd workers. Again, this
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d c a t i o n was designed to achieve a baianceci and complete perspective on sharing.
Wthin each business unit, both management (people and project managers) and workers
(wnsuitants and analysts) were included.

Once the 250 potentiai participants were identified, they were subgrouped based
on the business unit they were associated with, and M e r grouped based on their statu.
Because of the large numbers of individuais within these groupings, the selection of 38
individuais was done randomly wiîhin the groupings.

Not ail of the 38 potential participants were interviewed. 1 contiaued the selection
using a method that most resernbled maximum variation sarnpling, as 1attempted to

interview participants fiom each department, and an equai nurnber in management and
worker positions. Additiody, a balanced number of men and women were selected.

Participants

in total, ten individds participated in the c m n t research by k i n g interviewed.
These individuals included six men and four wornen Four participants are managers,
and six are professional workers. Ofthe managers, two are project managers and two are
people mamgers. Three of the workers are in anaiyst positions and three are consultants.

These participants came fiom seven difEerent depamnents. Seven participants had
positions that deah with providing techuological service, M e three were intimately

connecteci to the technoiogical departrnients but provided services to them as opposed to
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providing a technological service. Reiated to t h , eight participants reporteci to the
technology office, while two report jomtly to the technology office and amther corporate
office.

At the varymg Ievels, mamgers and workers have different des. ConsuItants
and analysts provide service to ciientç, acting as enablers and problem solvers. These
individuals work independentiy, in depanmental teams and with outside vendors to
complete the work required &ytheir ciients. Managers iaclude both project managers and
people managers. Project managers generally monitor tasks in order to coordinate
activities. People managers monitor empIoyees to ensue work progresses as it should.

Participants generally state they have been workùig with the organization for
many years, with the shortest tenure being just over a year, the longest at about 19 years.
Nme of the participants were permanent ernpioyees, whiIe one was on contract. Ali but

three participants had been touched in some way &ythe re-organizatioa The three not
impacted by the re-organization had not been with the organization during that tirne or

had not had their position change. Of the other seven participants, two had significant
changes in their job descriptions, involving new or different responsibilities. Two had
changed jobs within their dep-nt,
mved to new departmeas.

and three had not only cbanged jobs but also had
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Confidentiality

The ri& to participants in this study is considered mhimai, as the interview may
reveaI organizationalpoiitics. However the research did not reveal illegal behaviours,
legal risk or impact their job d e s . The interview attempts to discover ideas and feeting
about how and why participants share laiowledge, which is information that is not
generaiiy beyond what wouid be diiussed in a day-to-day work environment,
Participants do w t always that the opportunity to discuss these topics, and the research
provided them an opportunity to do so in a coddential context. Participation in
knowkdge sharing in this organization is encouraged, however the degee of
participation is voluntary. Sharing is not compensated or rewarded, so there is Iittk
potential harm to participants jobs or compensation as a m i t of discussing their views.
The interview rnakes no attempt to evaluate participants' job performance, as stiaring is

volmtary and not compensaied.

Participants received a letter of invitation exphinhg the research prior to
receiving my phone c d to help them determine whether they would be interested in
participatmg. Before agreeing to participate, 1 encouraged the participant to ask any

questions in order to make an mformed choice as to whether to participate. Finally, to
M e r ensure informed consent, before the interview was to begh, 1went through the
letter of invitation and the consent form face-to-fàce to make certain the participant
uuderstood the research and opedy agreed to participate.
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the organization or participants will be identified in any d e n

documentation of this research, Names, positions, and divisions associateci with
individuai participants wiil not be recordeci on the data couected or in written reports.

The research wiil m t benefit the participants directly and they were not
compensateci for participating. The study will put forth recommendations to the
organization regarding potential success factors in their knowledge management strategy

based on the research data. These recommendations may benefit the organizatiooal
group as a whole, induding participants, if implemented

Data Colktion

Mor to contacthg and imerviewing participants, an interview guide was
developed (see Appendix). The interview guide covereà eight general areas, and k
composed on semi-structure&open-ended questions. Flick (1998) descnibes semistnictured questions as those eliciting an open response h m the participant based on a
particular dehed issue (Le. 'what do you think' is unstructud, whiie 'what do you

think about this issue' ïs semi-stnictured). Wording is important in composing openended questions. True open-ended questions elicit a descriptive answer, more than a one
word (yesho) or short phrase answer (Patton, 1987). In order to get at more detail,
probes related to each op-ended question were incIuded. Probes help to follow-up on

answers, pmviding more details and clarification(Paîton, 1987). The use of probes also
helps to ensure that questions are clear by helpmg the researcher to focus on asking
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smgular questions (Patton, 1987) and asking for further detail instead of overloachg the
initial question.

Patton (1987) d e s c r i i a number of classes of interview question, and discusses
sequencing based on the various types. Out of the types of questions, four were used in
this research. Participations were asked background or demographic questions m order to

better understand their role in the organization. The were also asked about their
experience and behaviours, as weU as opinion and belief questions. Experience questions

deal with descriptions of things that are observabIe or bave been done, while opinion
questions get at what people think about something. Finally, knowledge questions were
asked to get at some factual information related to the technological tooL Patton (1987)
makes a kw suggestions related to sequencing. For instance, placing questions that set
up coutext before asking opinion questions, and interspershg demographic questions

throughout the interview. The current research took these ideas into account by fîrst
asking background and knowledge questions to descni the context, then moving into
experience questions, and M

y opinion questions.

The content of the questions, as stated above, helped to provide context and leam
of behaviours. in order to understand the context, questions reIated to the participants
role were asked. Expenence and knowkdge questions about how they use technology

also provided context. These types of questions helped to understand the organization
and stnicture of the documentation m the twL ûther experience questions asked for
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specifïc examples of knowledge sharing, which provided concrete rather than

hypothetical responses. Once this information was provided, opinion questions were
asked to complete the inte~ew.

Many of the experience and opinion questions were based on research literature
on motivation (Hendriks, 1999; Tampoe, 1996). For instance, Tampoe (1996) hund four
key motivators: personal growth, operations autonomy, task achievement and money
(p. 184). Tampoe (1996) also discussed various issues in the cunent work environment
that effect motivation, such as corporate cultures, bureaucracy, k d o m to be creative,
management preference to activity over effective outcornes (p. 187). Hendriks (1999)
dso outiines two groups of motivators reiated to howledge sharing. For Hendriks,

knowledge sharing is made up of two processes, sending and receiving. Transmitters are
motivated by the hope of recognition and appreciation, oppominities for growth and
promotion, and a sense of responsiiiiity. Those who absorb the knowledge that is sent

are motivated by the challenge for knowledge work, a sense of achievement. promotion
and growth, and operational autonomy or having control over the work they do. These

motivators and issues formed the basis for many questions in the current research.

The current research uses what Paon (1987)terms an interview guide approach.
Using an interview guide means that topics and issues to be covered are organized and

outlined in advance. This is more systematic than an open interview, but provides more

comprehensive data An interview guide approach aIso means that wotding or
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seqwncing may dBer fiom participant to participant. This lends a conversation feel to

the interview but means that one is less able to compare data than a standardized survey
type of intemiew. In this research, the sequencing of the questions remained consistent,

however probes and foUow-ups were dependent on the participants responses. The
wording of the questions was similar among participants, but was modified to use the
participantsown ianguage when necessary. A copy of the interview schedule can be

found in the appendix.

Through a business contact with the vendor of the WPM twL 1was provided with
a demonstration of the technology. This demnstration was entirely unrelated to any
content found in client organizations. Therefore I did not see any content or information
related to the research location, only a standard marketing demonstration. This was

usefùl in understanding how the technology worked, how information is contriiuted and
organized. I was able to see the îunctionality of the tool and was provided with a public
marketing binder that clients wouid receive, explahhg the tool and it's benef3s.

The business contact Ied to the current organization, and once 1 had met with and
received approvai, a Iist of potentiai participant names were gathered. The Business Unit

involved in the research sent an email to introduce myself to aii potential participants. 1
hliowed up this by contacting each potential participant via email with a letter of
invitation (see appendix) and a note o u t k g when and how the participants could expect
to hear fiom me (and that they might not be contactexi for selection m the resemh).
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After this, 1 began coniacthg participants to set up interview times at the participants
convenience. Only two individuais fiom the participant list did not agree to be
intenriewed

The Business Unit had a number of meeting rooms at its' disposai, which were
accessed by the participants for their interview. These meeting rooms were located
separately fiom their regular workspace, either on a different floor or in a dBerent part of
the building. 1 could then meet the participants at a neutral place away fiom their co-

workers for contidentiality reasons, but stili be within their organization.

The personai, hce-to-fke interviews twk place over five to six weeks with an

average of two mterviews per week Participants were not interviewed in any particular
pre-determineci order. Timing was entirely dependent on the participants schedule, and

thus was pianned at their convenience during regular business hours. The interviews
lasted no more than one hour, m order to not take employees away h m their work for
extended lengths of tirne. Participants ody participated in one interview.

The interviews were tape recordeci, with the participants written consent. Tape
recordmg is helpfid for many reasons. The data coiiected with audio-tapes are more
accurate and complete. A h , it helps the mterview process to be more naturai and
commsatbnai. The interviewer c m focus ou respoeding to the

as opposed to

ta*

detailed notes. Notes of Unpressions are stiii made, but more attention is placed on

iistening to the respondent (Patton, 1987).

Foilowing &e interview, I transcri'bed each audio-tape. From the transcribed
documentationand notes made during the interview, a short summary was written This
individuai summary was provided via e n d to each p a r t i c i t as a check Participants
had the oppominity to Iook over the surnmary of their own i n t e ~ e win order to ensure
the accuracy and comfbrt with the information. Also they had the opportunity to examine

the data for ident@ing information and revise to ensure their anonymity. Most
participants accepted the data as it was, while

provided some additional explanation

on points they feit were unclear. Although participants had the opportunity to withdraw
fiom the study at any tirne, w one withdrew.

Using the revised sumrnary data h m participants, an aggregated summary was
created based on generai themes and issues that emerged h m the interviews. This
summary is dairent than the information contained in the discussion section of this

research. The organization was interested in receiving féedback on the many diverse and
unique ways that peopIe use the system, as weii as gaining a better understanding of how
to encourage use of the system, thus taking a siightly different perspective than what was
needed for this thesis. Participants received recommendations and the aggregated
summary, with the data m w way atttr'butabk to iadividuai responses, prior to

submission to the Business Unit management. Participants had the opportuuity to
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provide feedback on this document before subrnission to management. No participants

had any further changes. The management of the Business Unit received the finai
document but no information related to individual participant responses.

The full data analysis undertaken for this research document incorporated the
interview îramaipts in conjunction with any revisions participants submitted. For
instance, the additional comments or c ~ c a t i o nmade
s
by participants were attached to
the appropriate area in the interview transcripts. When analyzing data in more detail for

the thesis report, the additions were then abte to be noted dongside the interview data

in analyzing the interview data, 1read through each individuals' tmsccipts and
highiighted comments relevant to the overd researcti questioq and those that addressed
the interview questions. For example, comments related to perceptions of knowledge and
knowledge sharing were highlighted. As wek interview questions dealt with
motivationai aspects, ami any commerits relative to job factors and motivators were
highlighted. Job &tors that were singIed out inchde Lomments cegarding organizatiod
or KJPMtwI guidehes for usage, or monetary rewards. Motivators identified fiom the
data include leaniing, growth and development, autonomy over work, and others. This

assisted in conceptualizing the data

Strauss and Corbin (1990) vïew conceptuaIizmg the data as the

step in

coding. By having relevant comments highlighted in the text of the transcripts, it made
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the conceptualiPag easier. Strauss and Corbin (1990) descrii conceptualizing as

focusing in on comments of observations, and determining the meaning behind tirem.
Based on the highiighted materiai, descriptive concepts were attached to each comment.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) also caii this Iabeling. The next step d e s c r i i by these
authors is called categorizing, to organize and group labels to reduce the number of
concepts that must be worked with. In the case of my research, the categories were not
predetermined, and emerged based on the concepts in the transcripts. 1 went through

each interview and placed each concept into a category. At times, to maintain the
connections and lmkages between data, concepts were piaced m more than one category.
M e n al1 the interview data were placed in categories, my notes iÎom the mterviews were
also included. When notes made during or afkr the interview regarding my perceptions

fit relative to participants' i n t e ~ e wcomments, my associated notes were included in that
category as a short narrative.

1 formed 25 categories out of the highIighted comments within the transrripts.

These categories can be looseiy arranged into five groupings. Group one, deah with
usage, and includes categories such as how participants use the system, what howiedge
gets put in and what does not, how sharing occurs. Group two Iooks at the senicture of
the system, and aiso kludes participants views of the purpose, how to irnprove, and

barriers and beneh. Motivationai aspects make up group three, consisting of
monitoring, recognition and rewards, control and influence, and career issues. Group
four look at how work and the work environment is structured, inchidkg how
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participants spend their t h e , collaborationand organizationai communication, and
culture. Finaily, the fSh group considers the type of knowledge, such as level of
formality and quaiity.

These groupings were to hcIp organize, d

e sense of and connections within the

data In writing the analysis of this data however, the results were structured differently

than the above groupings in order to refiect the central argument made in this research.
The argument was that people do not M y participate in organizationally-maintained
knowledge sharing activities. Based ou this, three issues are important. Conceptions of
knowledge sharing, implernentation of technology, and the work environment. Taking
into account the argument and the three issues that emerged iÏorn this argument. the
analysis of the results foliow those three issues. The next chapter of results examines
participants and organizations conceptuaiizations of knowledge and knowledge sharing
and how these impact employees participation in kwwledge sharing. Chapter Eight
looks at the implernentation of technology as a factor in workers not M y participating in
knowledge sharing. Finally, in Chapter Nine, the participants' work environment is
explored as a factor in employees not fùUy participating in knowledge sharing.
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Chapter 6 - Simmary of Results

The central research question of this thesis is why do employees notfirlZy
knowledge sharing aciivities. Research
participate in organrZatiom1ly-marmarntained
presented in Cbapters Two, Three, and Four have demo-ed

that employees do not

share knowledge (HoUoway, 2000). This research supports the argument made in this
thesis that employees do not M y participate in knowledge sharing. Three issues were
explored in order to anmrer this central research question. Employees and organizations
have diierent conceptions of what knowkdge and knowledge s M g include. Because

there is not a common understanding or definition, employees ofien do not know what
they know, or reaiize the that knowledge they have is vaIuable. AIso they may not know
how to share wbat they know. People do aot share what they know if the technology they
are supponed to use does not meet their needs. Two issues were identified in rehtion to

this, first that it is not possible to share tacit lowiwiedge ushg technology, and a h that
since technology iJ often implemented in a way that does not support employees work

The work environment is also seen to impact employees knowledge sharbg. Employees
are reluçtant to compromise their cornpetitive advantage. Therehre empIoyees do not
share because they feel that they maintain their job security by hoarding kiiûwkdge, and
that sharing would force them to give up credit or ownership over thex knowledge.

M a b g a mistake or king wrong is also seen to compromise employees competitive
advantage and is another reason people do not share.
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Participants in this research included employees at both worker (consultant) and
manager levels, fiom many c i B i n t departments, and fiom both genders. Throughout
the study no d i i i n c e s between men and women were foimd. However, ciifferences

were found between departments and levels, and will be discussed below. Al1 three of
the general fbctors appear to influence how people participate in knowledge sharing. The

results support the argument that people do not fbiiy participate in knowledge sbaring
overail The remainder of this chapter provides an overview of the re&

found in

Chaptm Seven, Eight, and Nine.

The dennition of knowledge used in this thesis was based on literature that
outheci what wouid be considered the most useful knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi.
1995; Cook & Brown, 1999).

This definition forms the basis for what is considered fiil1

participation in knowledge sharing. Mividuals throughout ail departments and levels
had a cornmon understanding of knowledge that did not mclude tacit knowledge.

Participants conceptions of knowledge did not ciiffer ffom each other, but did not include
what many authors view as the most important and vaiuable part of knowledge. Because
they did not view tach as actually king knowledge, people did not understand that their
m i t knowledge was vaiuable. Differences did lie between people in the conceptions they

had regarding knowledge sharing, For the purposes of this thesis, knowledge shariug was
defheâ as a reciprocal act (Hendriks, 1999). Most participants did view sharing as
consisting of both s e n h g and receiving knowIedge, but in practice only engaged in one
or the other and termed this shariug. A fèw participants however did define knowledge
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sharmg as king reciprocal. What made these participants different h m others was that
they were involveci in very coilaborative departments or projects. There was a great deal

of comectivity and cooperative e&rt involved in these projects.

IndividuaIs were fourad to k abIe to sbare both ta& and expiicit knowkdge using

techwlogy, so the argument that technotogy does not enable the sharing of mit
knowledge was not found with these participants. It was demonstrïited tbat technoIogy
was wt impkmented in a way that assisteci employees in their work processes. managers

tended to h d the tml more usefiil than consuitants. Because the purpose of the tool
appears to be for consuitmts to report up to their managers, employees had to work with
the tml in order to try and h d some beuefit or use of the tool. Managers more readiiy

found some benefit, attbough managers also reported that the tool did not fiiily meet their

needs. WiKn techmlogy is Împlemented weU, it supports employees work processes, or

makes them more efficient. In this case of the WPM tooi, ernpioyees had to modify their
work processes and duplicate kir work efforts in order to use the tooL

Diffinces between managers and consuitants were a h found in relation to the

work environment. The reasons wby employees do not participate - maintainingjob
security, ownership and d i t over knowledge, and kar of making a mistake - require

that empbyees are conscious of their need to share knowledge. This is not the case with
the otfier issues where employees are mware of how or what to share. in maintaining
their cornpetitive advantage, employees must identiSl their bwIedge anci d e a
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decision not to share. There are ciifferences between consultants and managers because

managers do not view it as their role to share the kind of information that is required h m
workers. Consultants do not share knowledge primarily because they are afhid of being
wrong or making a rnistake. The other Eictors, maintainhg job security, credit and
ownership also were influentid in participants not f U y participating in knowledge
sharing.
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Cbapter 7 Empioyees' Understanding of Knowiedge and Knowledge Sharing
It was argued that employees do wt M y participate m knowledge sharing

activities. Some of the reasons for this include the varying conceptualizations individuals
and organimtions have regardii knowledge and knowledge sharing. What is

encouraged or beiieved within the organization is often adoptai by individuais, therefore
organizations are iduential in individuals' concepts of knowledge and knowledge
sharing. Employees do not always know what they know, or understand that what they
know is valuable. Furthemore, employees do not always know how to share what they
know.

Conceptions of Knowledge and Knowiedge Sharing
howledge. An important starting point in studying knowledge sharing is to

understand how participants understand or defke knowledge. DifEerent
conceptualizations of knowledge will effect how people descrii k i r experiences with
knowledge sbaring. Aiso wbat they view as knowledge wilI impact wbat they share,

which in tum will define how hiiy they participate in knowledge sharing activities.

For the purposes of this thesis, knowIedge was d e s c r i i in Chapter Two as an
extensive and organized set of mformation (Gmdry & Metes, 1996). When mental
processes are apptied to information, it becomes knowledge. Participants viewed

kwwledge similarly, oue participant offered the foiiowing description which explains

and m m m a r k the definition weii.
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Wkther it's formai, informal, word processing, spreadsheet type documents, at

the end of the day it is al1 information - itysal1 knowledge.. . well, no, Iet nie

back up.. . data to me is bits of information stored çomewhere, there's no
intelligence behind it, once it has intelligence it becomes information. Data with
intelligence becomes recognizable - becomes information. It doesn't become
knowiedge until someone analyses it and forms a belief and understanding of it.
So the hierarchy is data, information, knowledge, (#1)

This participant and others dehed knowledge by highlighting the distinction between
mformation and knowledge, believing knowledge to be the resuit of andysis and other

b u g h t processes.

Further,knowledge can be delineated into two types that d e up the wble.
Organizations generally emphasize one of these types, explicit knowledge, to the
exclusion of the other form, tacit knowledge. Employees in most departments fo iiowed a
description of knowledge simiiar to the episternoiogy of possession, as something
concrete that can be accessed and gained for themselves. Participants h m one
department who were quite coüaborative feh that knowledge did exist in this

deconterrtualized way as the others did, but also saw that knowledge d e d h m
interactions with others, which provided background information. Employees did not use
the temiiwlogy of explicit and tacit knowledge, but it was apparent h m thex
descriptions the type of ImowIedge they were discussiug. The terrns explicit and tacit are
used by myseif to easiiy cIass* the types of bwledge participants discussed dative to
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the research litemture. However, Cook and Brown (1999) stress that both types of

knowledge are equaiiy important. in valuhg expiicit knowledge, organizations foUow an
epistemology of possession, tendhg to higblight a view of kwwledge as something that

can be owned. A focus on tacit knowledge presents a view of knowledge as somethiag
that resuhs ikom interactions with the world and is therefore not able to be possessed.

bowie&e Sharing. Knowledge sharing is dehed as a reciprocal process for

the purposes of this tesearch Based on research iiterature. tme s h i n g involves a
reciprocal relationship between a sender and a teceiver (Hendriks, 1999). This does not
n e c d y rnean direct contact, but the communication of context that provides a socid
presence and an understanding of the others' situation, Some participants termed as
sharing what I wouid term the one-way broadcasting of knowledge. Although they
agreed that reciprocity was important, they saw broadcasting of infiormation as haWig a

serader and a receiver. However, based on the üterature presented in Chapter Two,
broadcasting would be considered sending ody, and not reciprocai sharing.

Differential conceptuahtions of both knowledge and knowledge sharing have an

impact on employees' fùii participation in knowledge sharing actMties. For instance.
participants dehed kmwledge sirnilady to the def'rnition used m this thesis by viewing

knowledge as ciiffereut fiom mformation based on increased mental processes apptied to
knowledge. Where they differed was in their inclusion of expiicit and tacit knowiedge in

theu deMons. Participants generaiiy did not see tacit kwwledge as knowledge.
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Participants viewed recipmciîy as important for sharing, similar to the dehnition used in
tbk thesis. However, what reciprocai Iooked like to participants varied compared to my

definition, including aspects not considered to be sharing. Because participants have
dHerent views of what knowledge and knowledge sharing are, the content and the
method participants use is sufficiently different h m the research literature ideal that
participants wouid not ikely be fùlly participating. Content and methods of knowledge
sharing are explorai in greater detail in the next sections, in order to provide greater
insight into participation.

P~rticipaats'Experiences with Knowkdge Sbaring
A number of participants see the purpose of the WPM tool as for information

sharing. Most participants say they have no dEiculty sharing what they know, and are

codortable doing it via technology. Participants appeared to d e h e sharing as
bmadcasthg information, which would be considered solely sending information, not
actual sharing.

The sharing behaviour, as defÏned by Hendriks (1999) re@es

tmmitting and absorbmg knowledge. The sharing that employees engaged in consisted

of either transmitting or absorbing information, but not both. This iucornplete sbaring
occurred across aii departments and lewls of workers, although there were a fkw
exampies of specinc projects that appeared to incorporate both sides to sharing. Some
participants d e s c r i i using KRM to access knowledge, similar to how one wouid use a
h i . ûne participant noted for example,
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I'ii go in ad Iook at the agenda for &e next meetings and sort of look things up
but I'm not putting aqthing m it at this point. (#2)
AnotIaer participant d e s c n i a common occurrence of looking at past documentationto
update herselfon a project, sirnply seeking out reports others had submitted to the system
m order to have some background idormation to help with ongoing work on the project

(#8). Both these participants were absorbing or receiving information but not sending

any to wnû-ibute to overaii sharing in the systetn Others used the tool to provide
information to others but did w t tend to check into the tool to receive any informatioa

Some people wouid submit s t a t u updates, or project reports to be accessed by others, but
did not receive any information themselves. M e n it was unclear to the participant who
might access their reports, but did this as it was required.

WM]in our environment here is used as a communication device so that if we
have 'Project A' then anybody who is on IK/Pwcan get status information of
that project. (#3)

1 mostiy used it for, if sornething was my responsibiiity, entering data into the

system so others bad access to it.. . 1 can't think of a time when 1 went 'ut looking
for information (#9)

These participants traasmitted knowtedge without absorbing, thus did not engage in
reciprod sharing.
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There are only a few instances of sharing that is reciprocal. This happened most
often within relationships that people were cornfortable with, either based on ongoing
personai connections or in close-knit project groups. The sharing that occurred was at

times a mixture of &ce-to-face and technology-based sharing. Participants focused on
sharing that occurred via technology, sometimes through K/PM, but also through email.
A few participants d e m i instances of cotiaborative interactions that are indicative of

reciprocal stiaring. One example of a psoject demonstratecithe coilaboration between
departments to build a report, where a group of people were aii involved in submitting,
processing, and revismg a report in an exchangeci of ideas that built upon each persons'

contnhtions in a coiiaborative way. The foilowing individual was a consuitant working

on an inter-departmental project that was tirne timited, and needed to solicit input and
information Iiom many groups that were physically separated and did not regularly work
together.
We were actuaiiy building a manual.. . everybody worked on a different chapter
and they would put in information, research they had done, what problems they

had run into, things Iike that- It wouki be like sticky notes in the system - as they
made progres in dEerent pmblems, you wouidn't have to reinvent the wheeL
You codd pst things you were havmg trouble with and have a response, so it
was good that way. (#4)

Another individuai, a manager working on a coiiaborative pmject was aiso building a
report (#7). WPM was usefid in providmg a check on the content by enabiing many eyes

to bok at the report and comment. In noticmg missing components or m t addressÏng
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certain issues properly the collaborative use of WPM dowed the team to fùrther build on
the report. Both these examples demnstrated participants sendimg and receiving

knowledge by inputting information, reviewing and commenting on the report. Two
other participants discussed in gerseral terms the vahe and need for reciprocity in sharùig
but did not have specific examples. The 6rst example is h m a manager, and the second

is îiom a consultant and there is üttle ciiflierence in their perspectives. AIthough not
identwing a tirne that sharing occurred, they both outline their conscious efforts in
sharing knowledge to gain knowledge.
1 hope they participate because the howledge k o m e s useful to them and if1

don't get the reciprocal information I need, there's always other sources to get
what 1 need (# 1)

1 share knowledge in an attempt to get knowledge - I'U share with you, will you
share with me. (#9)

As stated above, personai conwctions appeared to be miportant m sharing that

was miprocal. Sharing was iikely to happen within a department that was physically

located close together for this ceason. People were more likely to be in a position to
kmw thai someone required kwwledge, and aise experîenced a pater sense of
camaraderie. Personal connections were m a m t as an individuai was able to l e m of
another's knowledge need (absorb knowledge), and then +chat person couid share the

.

*

needed knowledge (transmrttmg kwwiedge). One consultant who was in a very
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collaborative department describexi how she would lem of others knowledge needs
through casual conversations with these people, or just simply knowing the types of work

others in the department were involved in, or even overhearing others' conversations at
lunchtirne. Usmg this knowledge, this individuai would share knowledge that the other
person was looking for (#9). She descrii'bed this process as foiiows:
So 1 guess it's the discretionary knowledge sharing, you know, if 1 tell you this
wüi you care. 1s this relevant to you (#9)

This participant most often used technology to share this, but through emails with
attachments and contact information to a greater extent than KRM. These persoual
connections were usetùl in encouraging recipnicity but did not enable a large nurnber of
people to access al1 the know ledge. Much of the knowledge sharing that happened
through personai connections cannot be said to be orgdionally-maintained, even
though technology was used. Although it is useh1 to note that personal connections are
important, it does not fiilly help in aaswering the question of why people do not fully

participate in organizationally-maintainedkmwIedge sharing activities.

The above examples of reciprocity are not indicative of the way most participants
mvolve themselves in knowledge sbariag activities. The absence of personai connections
m y

Iimit the reciprocai nature of sharing for many participants. It is also iikely. as

outlined above that participants define sharing dif5erentIy than the definition used in this
thesis. Because of Mirent collceptualizationsof wfrat sharing is, participants rnay feel
that they are sharing ifthey are sending or receivmg knowledge, even though they are not
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engaged in both behaviours. However, the literature outlines the necessity of both
sending and receiving for true sharing to occur (Hendriks, 1999). Wahout both
processes, participants are mt M y participating in knowIedge sbaring. People do not

share in the way outiïned in the literature because k y do w t know about these processes
or do not lmow how to fuily participate.

Participants' Conceptioas of Knowledge
It is usefiil to fkst understand how employees share their knowledge before
exploring conceptions of knowledge. This is important because participants descriid
their perspectives of kwwIedge within the context of theù sharing. As sharllig is
descriid above. this provides enough information to now tum to participants

perspectives of knowkdge. As noted at the beginning of this chapter. knowledge was
defined in Chapter Two as distinct fiom information baseci on more mentai processes
applied to knowledge, a d as being composed of both tacit and explicit aspects.
Participants conceptualizations vary h m this deîïnition, although viewing the same

distinction between knowiedge and tiformation, participants tended to not view tacit as
bwledge.

Srne participants viewed the contents of K/PM as knowledge a d othen did not.
Participants who used the tool minimally, or only as required tended to feel that the

contents were just data, and w t 'high-ievei' enough to be considered hwledge.
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1 think there is some that are much more sophisticated, more abstract kinds of

knowledge.. . we use it more like a depository for information. (#7)
Generally thae participants were involved in projects that mvolved very Little interaction
with information in the system, either because not aii members had access to the system,
or because there was little dialogue between participants. Due to this limited interaction,

thought processes such as analysis and evahation were applied rninimally, resuiting in
the contents being d e s c r i i as w t high-level enough to be knowledge.

One the other hand, individuais who found benefit to using the system and had
incorporated it into theif daily mutine, were more Likely to view the contents as
knowledge.
S o m of the summary comments 1 guess couid be viewed as knowledge. Sotne of
the dialogue, 1 guess couId be knowledge where 1 send a flag to [my boss] and he
r e p h and 1 send him another flag ami there's a bit of trees to that - you know,
threads, 1 guess is the web term. (#IO)

Mividuals who viewed the contents as knowledge were more interactive in their usage,
generally invo~vingthemselves in reciprocal interactions and more ongoing dialogues
between users.

While workers who did not see the contents of WPM as knowledge hund üttie
ben& m the system, managers saw bene& to these contents. Wth the inclusion of more
limiteci information, or oniy end products seen as only data by participants, employees
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are not encourageci to apply menta1 processes as they would to knowledge. Also they
may not have enough information to effdvely judge or analyze the content. Both the

hilowing managers express that there is no need to appIy mental processes to content in
the iUPM tooL
ûenerally speakmg you wouldn't rewrite that piece of [information] ...take that
[infOrmation] and plug it into your solution to heip move forward. (#3)

People don? have to make decisions, it's right there. (#IO)
These managers perspectives are based on a benefit seen to management for more
consistent q u a in outwmes, but does not &le

workers to fully understand the

content or hily participate in sharing knowiedge.

In descriiing the type of kwwledge &ami, or what kinds of knowledge people
phce into the WPM system, it is possi'ble to identifj both explicit and tacit f o m of
knowledge. As stated above, participants did not identify knowledge as either explicit or

tacit, these are terms 1 use based on the research Iiteratura In descriptions of what
participants sbare however, it is not dlacult to pIace knowledge into one of these two
categories. For example, explicit kmwledge is commonly shared by pdcipants.

Usuaily this consists of documentationassociateci with projects such as reports, reseatch,
analyses, designs, pseatations, and status reprts. Also included are fiictual information

and instructions. WPM is also commoniy used for meetings, so minutes and agendas are

mctuded. This infirmation is quite fond, and is viewed as 'pubiished' mformation -
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generally ody coqleteci final or end produçts are shared. The foliowing participant

identifies WPM as a location to pubiish luiowledge.
It's a good place to say o.k. tbis is the bal version and we put it out. (#7)

We would publish a strategy kind of document or standards or processes. (#7)

Participants generally share explicit bwIedge such as what is descrii above tr, a
greater extent than they share tacit knowledge. Every participant interviewed reported
that they shared this kind of explicit knowiedge. Only a few participants descnid

sharing ta& knowledge in addition eo explicit knowledge.

Although the few individuals whu reported sbanng m
i
t kmwledge did not cal it
m i t , based on their descriptions of what &y

shared, the content was identifiai as tacit.

Aithough working documents and rough drafts are generally not incIuded in WPM, some

tait kwwledge is shared when participants summarize their informai communications,

or problems armd issues into a formai report. ïhese kinds of mate*
processes and progress h t provide detaifs reg-

heip to map

tiuw the work was done.

Understandhg how somethuig progressed and how probkms were solved dong the way
is considered tait knowledge. Two participants descrihi how their team shared tips
about processes, issues and problems in order to get help and enable others to Ieam how
to overcom similar issues. One individud, working on a collaborative inter-

departnaentai project hund it very helpful ta share drah (W). In cornparhg the
usefiilness of end products to a progression of dr&, this participant found t
hdrafls
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were more heIpfiiL By seeing the evdution through the drafts, the participant couid

identiSl issues that were important to his own work that wodd not have been apparent in
a fhai copy. Speçifically issues that w r e not expIoted because they were unimportant to

one group but imt to his own group. Another participant also d e r n i the benefit in
accessing tacit knowiedge to undersbnd t h i r own work bener.

To have the bistory to go back oo heips reinventing the wheel or not reinventing if

it's been doue before. And then you have the experience of seeing how they came
to ttiis decision and this is what foliows. (#2)

A lot of procedures and stuffthat we look at - you think, why are we doing it h t
way. Because we've dways done it that way. And then you have to work back

through the history of wbt happened to get there. Once we f i p that out then to
a cmain extent there is the decision process as weIl.. there is something back

there that redy makes sense as to why people do it tbat way. (#2)
These participants that d e s c n i mit h w l e d g e as valuabIe, and had experience in
sharing tacit icnowledge were each involved in a coilaborative project or department,
which differentiated them fiom the test of the participants. Their regular focus was on

sharing explicit knowledge because it was seen as a required jo b duty, and one participant
viewed s h b g explicit kwwledge more safely acceptable by rnanagers (M). However,
each found greater d u e m tacit.
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Participants recognize knowing history and the evolution of a project helps to
really l e m and understand the Siformation. Another participant h m the collaborative
department d e s c r i i above found it usefiiL to use WPM to h d steps in a process, or
issues that others had encountered. This participant d e s c r i i this content as 'individuai
leamings' and KIPM provided a location that everyone could go to in order to access
others tait knowledge (#9). Employees have no specific requuements identified for fùii
participation in kwwledge sharing activities, expectations or guidelines vary fkom
department to department, and are flexible. However, based on reseatch litmature, i
define hl1 participation for the purpose of this thesis. IncIuded in this definition is the
need for knowledge to be comprised of both exphcit and tacit knowledge, not just one
type of knowledge. Tacit knowledge is seen as valuable by a few participants, but is not

ofleu shared by any participants. The rnajority of participants incIude oniy explicit
knowldge in their sharing. This demastrates that ernployees do w t hiiy participate in
knowledge sharing, based on the det'rnition used in this thesis.

Participants communicated a number of reasons why they are more Wrely to share
formai or explicit knowledge than tait knowledge and informal communication.
Participants see a benefit to shating formal, explicit documents because they can be
assured of the quaiity. if documents are end products, they do not need to evaiuate the
quality of the work. And because it is these types of documents that are in the system

aIready?employees tend to mode1any of their own documentation Aer t h , as noted by
one participant.

Some of the other groups had been working with [WPMJ for about a year, so
basicaily we just folIowed what information was already in there. (#4)
Management has not outimed what shodd or shodd not go into the system, and people
foiiow others' Iead to include primanly formal materiais, which mclude 6nished reports.

As noted above, most employees do not share idormal, tacit knowledge. Most

participants did not see auy benefit to sharhg informa1 documentation. One reason is
that tacit knowledge is w t seen as knowledge for many participants.
The web board is redy a communication back and forth, back and forth whereas
the project site is a central repository for knowledge. (#5)

This participant makes a distinction between knowledge and informai documentation that
is really also knowledge but is tacit. Other participants felt that m f o d documentation
generated by communicating with CO-workerswere viewed as not appropriate to mclude.
You can send iittle messages to and h m peopIe but 1 think that sort of thing 1
wouidn't put it in [KPMJ. (#8)
ïhis participant felt informai communication wouid be seen as unproféssionai, and reflect

poorly on his work.
They weren't using it as a didogue environment, it was more formai, ifthere was
a form tbat they were supposed to get access to whatever they wouid go and get it.

(#W
Personai, informa1 knowledge was seen as inappropriate to indude by these participants
because it did not toliow the planneci usage of the tooL There were no reai des,but
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these individuals sirnply kit thai the inclusion of ùiformal knowledge was agamst what
the system was supposed to be for. Other reasons why people fée1 sharing informal or

tacit knowledge is inappropriate is because they feel that it supplies t w much
information. Tacit knowledge is made up of contextual details, and peopk do w t think
that others care about that level of detait This first participant felt that the details

generated by her thought processes wodd not be usefd to others.

I'm sitting there taikiug to somebody, making notes and trymg to work my way
through a problem. Those kinds of working notes, we have not used [WPMJ for

that. (#3)

But the individual things that we are putting into [WPM]are projet-specific and
they are a knowledge base of a form that not eveiybody is going to want to cead
all that stuffabout aii those projects. (#8)

Because this participant kit the projects she worked on were very narrowIy focuset&she
did not feel that anyone wodd h d ber tacit knowledge usefiil,

So because participants felt that others did not read theP information,they just do
not bother putting the information mto the system, and mstezld ody include what they
believe others care about, end products. One participant descnaed how sbe kit others did
not spend a great deal of tirne Iooking thtough the contents of KIPM. Sk would include

end products such as presentations and significant reports. She beIieved that it was these
end products that others were interested in rather than working documents (#5). This
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participant wwt on to discuss how the details associated with tacit knowledge rn not
necessary, because most people get whatever information they need fiom the end

product, and do not require a greater level of detail for their knowledge purposes.
Every conversation I've had with the banks, or the vendors or whatever doesn't

need to be posted a's what came about as the result of a l these conversations that
needs to be shared. It's not necessarily something that everybody needs to read.
Ninety-nine percent of the people are going to be cornfortable with the end result
and only a few are going to say well what about your conversation with the

bank. .(#5)
+

People were also concerned with sharing tacit types of knowledge because they did not
want to be seen in a negative light. and only wanted to share their best work This

participant, a consultant, was concemed about mcluding working documents in the
system because she fëlt that it would not be of high enough quality for managers to see.

1 guess we don't always post it to [WPMJ because it is not ma state that we want

anybody who's looking through [WPMj to be able to look at it. 1would hesitate
to put a document in [WPw if it was just an outline or something, or just my
working document.

(#a)

This next participant kit informai communication wouid be seen as unprofessional, and
reflect poorly on his work
1guess personai comments wouidn't be in the system - keep it profbonai. Less

communication, more presentation (#4)
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Conclasion

People participateci in ushg the WPM system by sharing rnostly expiicit
knowledge. The explicit knowledge they shared consisteci of primarily formal, published
documents that were the end products of their work. 1 argue that by sharing ody explkit
types of kwwledge, people were not M y participating in kmwkdge sharing. This
argument is based on the literature in Chapter Two that outhes that lamwledge is
comprised of both explicit and tacit forms of knowledge. If people do not sbare tacit
knowledge, they are sharing only information and not hl1 knowledge. Sharing explicit
but not tacit knowledge was inflwnced by how participants and the organization viewed
knowledge. The organization did not attach importance to tacit types of knowledge
demonstzated by the fact ody formal documents were encouraged and no guidelines to
sharing tacit howledge were induded for people to mode1 th& contriions on, beyond
only explicit kwwledge. Individuals in general also did not value tacit knowledge,
viewing it as unimportant, not real knowledge, and as too much unnecessary detail. The

lack of sharing tacit knowledge means that knowledge is not generdy sbared by the
participants, thus they cannot be said to be fiilly participating in knowledge sharing.

Managers and employees had dBetent ideas of the amount of thought that should go into
knowledge. While empIoyees descrii knowledge that has and alIows for mental
processes to be apptied as usefid, managers do not recognize employees' need for this.

Two p u p s of participants did participate in sharing that was reciprocal and also

stiared both explicit and tait knowledge. The participants in these groups were fùlly
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participating in knowledge sharing activities, based on the definition outiïned in Chapter
Two. One individuai f o m d one of these 'groups', in which the participant, a consultant,
worked on an inter-departmentai project that as highiy collaborative in nature. Two
individuais f o m d the other group, and were members of a department that valued
collaboration and learning h m each other. These coUaborative environments appeared
to a u e n c e people to M y participate in knowledge sharing activities, they hund value
in both tac& kwwfedge and in sharing that was reciprocal. It may be that the personal

co~ectionsthat result fiom coilaboration fàcilitate the sharing of tacit knowiedge, as
believed by Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995).

These examples provide insight into how knowledge sharing can be fostered
within an organization. It is apparent that knowledge sharing occurred hlly and
effectivety in situations where participants were involved in collaborative personal
relationships. The collaborative nature of these relationships was developed through
participating in a coilaborative project that modeled sharing and by king a member of a
collaborative department. The coUaborative project required aii participants to contriiute
to the overall product by submitting their work dong with the research and processes that
made up the work, providiig feedback, and building on others' work. ïhese impIicit
guidelines for participation, as well as ensuring ail members have access to participate in
these ways ensure that fidi knowledge sharing çan happen on a project. The coilaborative

department had a n u m k of oniine and face-to-làce actMties that built personai
relatiomhips amund the importance of knowledge sharing in learnhg. These activities
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included reguiar informal training sessions, mentoring, anci co-operative work, and the
use of email to share articles and processes throughout the department. These activities
helped to develop a comfort ievel with sharing and made it a reguiar daily occurrence.
AIthough no guidelines around specXc pmjects were Unplemented to ensure consistency,
participants cornmonly s h e d their knowiedge. The departments made sharing
knowledge non-threatening because of the close relationstiips built through paying
attention to members learning needs and by modeling appropriate behaviour. Taking
tirne to build personal connections, h u g h mdeling sharing and collaborative
behaviour and encouraging CO-operationcan ensure that fiiii participation in knowledge
sharing occurs.

Technology had a smaii role in shariag;participation in sharing was not impacted
by technology to a great extent but participation in the use of the systern in general was
influenceci by tecbnoiogy. Technology will be expiored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 8 -Use and Impiementation o f Knowiedge Technohgy

Research presented in Chapter Thtee discussed technology as the
organizationally-maintained rnethod of knowledge sharing. Techwlogy is seen to be the
most common way organizations impiement knowledge sharing activities (Swan, et al,
1999). However, Hohway (2000) provided examples of employees not sharing

knowledge because the technology did not meet their needs. From this, two issues
reiating to technology were discussed. First, some authors argue that technotogy does not

enable hiIparticipation in knowledge sharing, because they believe social connections
needed for sharing cannot be created using technology (Frappa010 & Capshaw, 1999).
The other issue that limits peoples participation in knowledge sharing has to do with the

implementation of technology. When technology is implemented poorly, it does not aid
employees with their work processes (AiIee, 1997).

In Chapter Three 1 reviewed literature in which it is argued that employees do w t
M y participate in bwledge sharing, in part because knowledge technologies do not

meet the aeeds of users. The two issues mentioned above, technology W i n g fiiU
participation and difficulties with implementation are disçussed in tbis cbapter. Mer a
discussion of the KRM tool itselflI examine employees respoases and literature related

to the argument that technology does mt enable the social connections needed to share
knowtedge. Based on @cipant responses in Chapter Seven, it was demnstrated th& it
is possibIe to make mciai c o ~ e d o nusing
s
technology, but not many participants did
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make this conneetion. This is further discussed here, and literature supporthg the use of
techslology in niakmg personal connections is presented. ïhen tespomes h m employee
interviews relathg to implementaîion issues of technology are discussed, There are a
m b e r of issues identifed 6om employee responses that demonstrate that the KPM twl

bas not been implemented effectively for the use of aii participants. This chapter
examines the structure of the WPM tool dative to the needs and identified purposes of

the individual and their work. This will as&

in assessing whether the technotogy has

been implemented in a way that is conducive to emp1oyee sharing.

&%PMT

d Fmcfionaliiy and Uwge. It is first usefiil to present an overview of

the structure of the K/PM ml.as descriid by participants. The fUnctionaiii of the tooI
is divided into two sections, project management and best practices. Participants mainly

use the pmject management side of the tooi, and many see this as the purpose of the tool.
This side provides the document management that Allee (1997) sees as necessary for a
kmwledge management twl. The best practices side is used, but to a Lesser extent tban

the project niaaagement side. Additionai htionality ofthe tool includes e d
connectivity tbrough messagingwithui the system, and a structure that provides some of

the same information as an organizaîiod urtrariet. Both these applications are aIso seen
as necessary components of an o v d l knowkdge management tooI.

The meSSaging

ability and the organization of the document maiiagenmt both provide some
communicative aspects, ahhough wt to the extent of discussion forums or decision-

making suppoa systm as described by Aiiee (1997).
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Participants used IUPM in many different ways. Most commonly, the tool was
used for meetings. Participants would use the tool to coiiect agenda items fiom team

rnembers. Usually the tooI wodd be used during the meeting for minutes, so they would

be available immediately online to ail team members. Action items that resuhed fiorn the
meeting were aiso documented in WPM during the meeting. The majority of participants
used the tool for project management. Some participants used the tool to store

documentation like reports and minutes related to a project. Others did this, but also used
the tool to communicate with team members about the status of a project and direct the
efforts of those working on the project. Fewer participants used the best practices side of
the tooL However, those who did either accessed the templates already in the tool or
they developed their own process guides that documented specific work procedures.

The twl was developed to be a kaowledge management twl. This tool uses
project management as a foundation for the knowledge management, sharing knowledge
around projects and work processes. Best practices components are commonly found in
kmwledge management tools (Martiny, 1998) to help share knowledge of projects or
solutions that went weii. As demonstrated, participants used the KRM twI in a variety
of ways. However, use does not mean thaî employees were participating hlly.
According to the d h i t i o n used in this thesis deveIoped t o m the research literature, fLU
participation exists when participants engage in sharing that is reciprocal and inchdes

both tacit and expiicit knowledge, As stated at the beginning of this chapter, two issues

were identifieci that huit full participation with regard to technology. Using technobgy

for sharing is discussed next, folbowed by a discussion of implementation issues.

Sharing Usimg Tecbnoiogy

F m p p l o and Capshaw (1999)and Swan, et a1 (1999) made the argument in
Chapter T h e that it was wt possible to hUy share ushg tecbrmlogy. The reasoning

behind this argument is that social connections are quired in order to share tacit
knowkdge, Tacit knowledge is necessary for full participation in knowledge sharing.

These authors believed that forming the socid connections required for stiaring is not
possible using a technotogy-baseci tooL In the discussion on knowledge stiaring in
Chapter Seven, participants demonsuated that they were abte to fiilly participate in
hwledge sharing using technology. Aithough it only occurred among a few

individuais, it was demonstrateci that it is possible to shate using technology.

There is m a c h that has show information technologies to be an effective way

to share knowledge (Nunamaket, et ai, 1996/97). This perspectiveoutlines that tacit
bwiedge sharing can occrrt using techwlogy by taking into consideration that some

înfo~nationtechnologies have demonstrateci an abihy to build and encourage persoual
co~e~tions,
thus addressing the concem of î

k other authors (Rheingold,

1998).

Suppurting the vkw that techlogy enables social cormectioos needed for tac&
knowledge sharing is o

k researçhthat has demonstraîed thattecbnology-based tooIs
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can maintain and enhance group connections. Authors who disagree that tecbnology cm
support social connections state that the lack of social cues is a fàctor. Aithough a lack of
social cues can be negative, this same lack cm encourage participation. The most

cornmon benefits observed ax related to the inability to judge participants based on age,
race, gender and statu (Strickland, 1998). Thus technology has the ability to Ievel the
piaying field. Status is an important fàctor in organizations, and in IT applications
managers' comments can look no different than workers' comments which supports
people in sharing a full range of knowledge, including explicit and tacit knowledge

(Kling, 1996).

One ttieory, the Team Theory of Group Productivity. has demonstrated how

technology can improve group processes (Nunamaker, et ai, 1996/97), which outlines
further reason why m y authors feel technology is the most effective and efficient
method. Not only does technology support tacit and explicit knowledge sharing, but it

aIso enhances group processes. In groups, attention is split between communication,
detiberation, and information access. Information techwlogy systems can help improve
pmductbity by reducing attention costs to these various processes. For instance, in faceto-fice groups there are situations where members either dominate discussions or are
scared to speak up, information technology tooIs can create an envirotment where

participants feel more kto express thernselves, and participate more equaiiy and M y
(Nunamsker, et ai, 1996197). Onüne environments cm do this by dlowing people t h e
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to formulate a respome and takes away some personal statu indicators t h are obvious

in face-to-fke situations.

There is research tbat has shown that compter-mediated communication can
b d d group cohesion, enbancmg the social network needed for knowIedge sharing. Kling
(1996), descriiing research and Rheingold (1998), citing extensive personal experience,

both outline inteosely cohesive groups forming via technology-based toois. RheingoId
(1998) descnis experiences of dedicated problem solving on behalf of participants, and
other instances of authentic community interaction in an o n h e environment. What
d e s these oniiue groups cohesive is having common interests and connectious to solve
inmediate problerns (Rheingold, 1998). Also important is the setting up of group nom
and o u t h g acceptable group behaviours (Rheingold, 1998). Stnckland (1998) also
found this in setting up online courses, the creation of ground d e s were instnimentai in
reiationship bddiig, leading to collaboration and interaction among participants.
Despite research to the contrary, socioemotionai communication can be conducted in

online, technology-based environments. Additionally, it should be noted that for both
RheingoId (1998) and Stnckland (1998) that meeting hce-to-fàce was important in hlIy

building relationships, however what is accomplished online does enable knowledge
sharing.
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The discrepancies between the research that fin& information technology
beneficiai and the research that h d s a lack of success in enabling socid connections
could be due to how the technology is implemented.

Aiiee (1997) and Merlyn and Valikangas (1998) both discuss comrnon difficulties

with the implementation of technology. These authors discuss how organizations often
Mplement techwlogy based on the marketed benefits of the twi but do not take the tirne
to assess organipitiod or individual needs to see if the tool would be usetùl. Often the
organization does not understand exactly what the purpose or expected outcornes of the
technology should be and thus cannot plan strategies with a certain goal in mind.
Additionally, the implementationof the tool rarely takes into account work processes and

if the tool wodd be iàciiitating or impairing work processes already in place. This is
commnly a problem because much of the technoiogy implemented de& with
automating data processing rather than hilitating knowledge or work processes. Some

of the issues related to implementation that were discussed by participants include the
flexibility and accessibiiity of the tooL

hues with Implemeatatioa
Flrxibrliiy. Participants' reports of their use of the K/PM twl show it to be quite

flexibte. This is usefui fiom an individuai or departmental perspective because the
depaaments serve many dBerent iùstions. It would be clficuit to have one rigid tool
meet ail needs. But while flexibility is usefiil for individuais ami departnients,
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participants raise the question of whether such different uses are then able to meet the
needs of the iradividuals in each department.
Ifeverybody is using it in many very different creative ways 1don't know
whether that means [that it does or does not meet individuai or departmental
needs] because if you're usmg it in a lot of creative diierent ways that means you
can7treasonably expect someone else to be using it the way you are so maybe you
can't h d what you want fiom it. (#7)
This manager is fiom a department that does not h d the tool very u s e u as she views

her department as hliowing very diierent processes than other departments. Because of
the perceived inconsistencies of use between departments that foiiow normal project

management and those who do not, this participant wonders if employees can 6nd what
they need fiom the system Many individuais state that their departmems must modifj

k i r usage of the system because they do aot use project management processes as set
out in the tool. Because the tool Iooks so strongly Iike a project management tooi, it is

dEcult for participants to see how to mdify their use to make WPM fit.
The tooI kselfwhen it 6rst came out didn't give us any greater appreciation or
perspective of king anything more than a project management twL My
perspective was ifthis is a project management tooi, tbis is a poor one... 1 thought
I've worked with better twls than this, so there wasn't great adoption to it. (#1)
This participant, also a manager, kIt that the structure of the tooI did not make R cIear
what it wuld be used for, so he and others m his department did not use the tool to any
great extent when tkst mtroduced to it. Because peopIe are required to use the K/PM
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tool, they have had to find ways to malce the tool fit tbeir processes. The tu01 is flexiile

to the extent that it ailows a variety of ciBetent uses, but &es not encourage uses other
tban project management. This demonstrates that the technology was not implemented in

a way that faciiitated the work processes of aü individuah in each department. Instead of
the technology supporting the ways in which individuals petfonn their jobs, participants

are required to rnodi@their work to fit the system.

Participants that do foiiow project management steps that are supported by the

WPM tooIs also îhd they must modi& their usage of the tooI to match their work
processes. For these participants, WPM is not enough of a project management tool
which means that necessary projet management steps must be carried out un a parallei
system. There is then a duplication of effort as empIoyees must use the WPM tool as

well as another, better project management tool for many of the same processes. These
groups tend m t to use the tooI fÙiiyvparticipating minimaiiy to cover only what is
required by their manager, as evidenced by these responses fiom the foiiowing

participants.
I'm not spending a lot of time putting Iots of details and breakdown structure and
scbedule in there because the s o h doesn't do everything 1 need- (#6)

1 wodd supply minimal information to [WPMJ, 1meanenough to meet the

requirements of what people above me want, but if 1spend a lot of time
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devetoping project plans and doing d that M i n [WPW, 1just have to

dupiicate it somewhere etse myways. (#6)

The kst cesponse focuses on the fact that the tool does mt meet this participants iieeds,

the tml as implernented does mt enable him to perform aU his work processes. The
second response also focuses on how the technology does not do a l that is needeà for the
participants work. This participant viewed WPM so1eIy as a reporting tool and was

wbIe tu share with team members as his team did mt have access. Sharing was not
unimportant, just not possbfe, so the duplication of effort had no conceivable benefit for
this individuai. So the impIementation of the tool actually impeded work processes by

forcing this participant to dupikate processes.

The tml is divided into two des, the project m e m e n t side as dwussed
above, and the best practices side. The best practices repository is used less ofien, mady

because participants report that it does wt meet kir needs. Templates and basic or
standard pmcesses are mciuded m the repository. Som participants see ttUs as a way to
wt have to 'reinvent the wtieei', they couid h d process information and reîrieve it as

needed. Some participants took the templates and modified hem by throwing out steps
tbat they did wt see as appropriate in order to fi their practice. Howewr, most

participants did mt use the tempIates because they hrind that they did not fit thek work
processes. As a template, thete is not contextualizingdata aîtached, which means that no
tacit knowIedge is communicatd using a temphte. A template is made to be direçtly

applied to a probkm or pruject without the learning, -sis

or evahiation associateci
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with the d e m i o n of knowledge used in this thesis (AUee, 1997). Participants found the

templates dificuit to use for tbis reason in addition to the content king unsuitable to
their work. One participant d e s c r i i how he required the contextualizing details in
order to redy make use of the information. In other words, the mit knowledge was

needed for this individuai to effectivelj-receive the kmwIedge SM.
Need to have the history to go back on (which) hetps reinventing the wheel or not
reinventing if it's k e n done before...(useful to know) how we arrived at a
decision to fobw certain couses of action. (#2)

These templates are examples of the data processing f o m of technotogy implemented,
as descriid by Merlyn and Vaiikangas (1998), which do not support knowledge sharuig

or enhance productivity.

WhiIe the majority of participants found tempiates were not usefui because of the

lack of contextual detaas, others considered contextual details in other fonns of
documentation too much information ïhe pmject management side of the tool acts as
knowIedge repository for some participants, with project dacumentation collecteci
centraiiy. A b u & this might be seen as one purpose of the tool a number of
participants did not think usefui to contriiute contexhial detaiis because they saw the
mformation as too specific and not easily applied to a new situation. The folIowbg
tespouse demonstratesthat some participants k

1contextuai, tach knowledge is not

worth s h k g , because the information is too specific to k apptied to a new situation,
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1don't know if 1 would take what's in som of ou.project specific stuff and kind

of move it h o a knowiedge database. There might be components of it that wuld
move into that but 1don't know ifeverything aü the kinds of documents that we
prepare. It's quite specific to a particular project and somebody could leam

something but they probably implement Merently ... (#8)

The difference between this individual and those who share tacit knowledge is their
conceptions of knowledge, as d e s c n i in Chapter Seven. This individual k not fiilly
participathg in knowiedge sharing because tacit details are aot included. Some

individuais that find tacit usehl will share this knowledge, others do not realize it is
a c t d y knowledge, or do not see it as useftl and will not sbare. Thus tacit details will be
included for somt: projects in the system but not others. This becornes an implementation
problem, because no common guidelines were followed so individuals and departments

are on their own to h d how to use the tool or what to include. Therefore not everyone
wilI be able to fïnd what they need !Ïom the system. Employees are less likely to
traosmitor receive knowledge h m the system if they are unsure what to include and
carmot find what they need.

The section above diussed the two sides of the WPM tool and participants'
experiences with the fiionality. Participants reported that the tool did not help them

with their work processes. Ln maay cases the technoIogy created extra work or did not

support their regular job duties. A h , it was noted that the technology did not aiways
provide the tacit component needed for knowledge sharing. That the tecbnoiogy did not
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meet participants needs is an important point. Hoiioway (2000) has stated tbat employees
do not k e because the technology they are expected to use does not meet their needs.
A number of participants c o ~ e this
d by stating that they participate minimally, o d y

doing what is required m terms of knowledge sharing.

Accessibi&y. A c c e s s i i i is an issue regardii the WPM tooL Technobgy-

based tools, as forma1 methods of knowledge sharing, are implemented in order to enable
aii members of an organization to have access to knowledge (Aiiee, 1997). There are two

probiems with accessibility in regard to this tool. The tirst deals with access rights;
participants c m ody access knowledge related to projects they are worhg on, or their
department has worked on, These restrictive access rights Limit the amount of
information participants are able to access. Participants generally do not questionthis
because most see iittle vaiue in lookmg at others documentation. If they are brought into
a project, they will be given access to see background information, which is aii they feel
they need. There appears to be a number of reasons why participants are not interested in

wider mess rights. One is that the system is not easy to search, and so it wuId be
difficult and ande thne to sort through pmjects of which they did not already have some
derstanding. Also, according to a fkw participants there is some degree of competition
between departments and employees ofien prefet to focus on their o m soIutions rather

than using sorneone else's.
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Another difficulty with access has to do with empIoyees not having any access to

the system. In mst departments, everyone who needs to access the tool can, however

there are other departmena in which not aii team members can access the system. This is
dernonstrateci by two consultants m different deparîments. The fkst used the system very
Little, and ody as requirBd. The second used the system with most of her projects but

found Wiculty in working with different departmentsYou kww 1 got one, two, three project teams and if it was going to work the way
1 think it should work everybody on the project team would be working out of that

same repository but that's not the way it is. My document management tearn
leader doesn't even have access to &/PM]. (#6)

We d e m e l y bave access in [KIPM] to aii of the projects that are within our

office (but with extenial projects) 1 do remember there was a couple of projects 1
was involved in, 1said weii you just go in [WPM] and add p u r two cents over

here, but they said they didn't have access... I'm assuming there is some sort of
securïty access based on user ID to the different business projects in [WPM]. (#8)

This kind of inaccessiility Limits participants ability to use the tool because they are not

able to shm kmwiedge throughout the team, as not -one

can access the tooL While

some participants physicaiiy were not connecte& other participants were unable to access
the technology because they did not know how to use it,
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Another issue relaîed to accessibiüty is the usability of the techwlogy and how
easily it is for participants to Iearn it- A number of participants noted that the tool was
not very intuitive, and therefore was not easy to leam how to use. Findimg the time to

leam how to use it was also an issue.
But it's structure is w t easiiy accessible to most people. Most people flip the
thing on and just wajkmg though it wodd not intuitively know how to use it-

(#IO)

I don't know if it was a ductance to. but it was one more thing we had to leam
was how to a c t d y use the tooL And so, you know you get frustrated...1think it
was a case of information overload and so people weren't using the tool enough to

feel comfortable. (#9)
Certainiy, discodort or a lack of understanding of how to use the twl is a result of poor
irnplementation, and impacts participation in sharing activities tbat use the tool.

Differences
No disceniable daerences were tOund between genders, or between departments

or projects with regard to the use of technoIogy. However, there were obvious
ciifferences beîween managers and consuItants. Both consuItants and managers descriid
the main purpose of the tool as king for monitoring. Based on this, the tooI was
structured more specificaliy for the bene& of managem. Consuitants reported stniggling

with fincihg use for the tooL Most participants have found ways in which the tooI aids
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them in their work, but each employee descrihi having to work with the tool for awhile
before finding ways it benefited them.

The WPM tool appears to be structured to enable managers to easily monitor and
coordiuate pmjects. This next participant response provides an example of how the tool
helps monitoring.
There is a big beneffi to king able to monitor through sornething like where you

standardize your response and [senior management] knows he only has to go and

look at certain thhgs instead of having to d e through 50 or 60 emails every
day...

(#O

The tool also allows a manager to see an overview of the statu of aIi project tasks. This
functionaiii that aids m monitoring is really ody useftl to managers. One participant
descriid himseifody realizing any benefit h m the tool once he had taken on a
managerial rule and needed to coordinate tasks. This individuai went on to say that fiom

his perspective the tool is reaiiy only M y useful to those in management positions
because consultants do not need to coordinate activities.

When you focus narrowIy you don? see how 5 could help you but ifyou waIk in
the shoes of senior management you see you've got to work at a work p u p ,

deparimentai level - the wider the span of pur scope is the more you have a need
for a tool Iike this. (#1)
This participant did not see the tool as useîùi as anything besides a monitoring tooL He
feh the only reason for participants to share kmwtedge would be to update their
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supervisors. However, not al1 managers saw this as the case. 'Ihe knowledge

management iiterature does not include mcreased monitoriog over employee activities as
a benefit of knowledge technologies, but in the case of most of the mangers at this

organization, they believed this tool accomplished both monitoring and knowledge

sharing-

Employees had a slightly dierent perspective. A consuitant descnid the
experience of king introduced to the tool by management. And as management
descriid the tool as one that would allow cornmunication and collaboration, the
consultant and his CO-workersviewed the tooI very differently. To these consultants it
was solely a reporthg rnechanism, it Iooked iike project management but was not even a
great tool for that purpose. This participant expresseci h i .doubt over mafiRPement tnily
viewing the tool king for knowledgt sharing due to a iack of access.
1 mean tbat kind of says they didn't expect it to be a collaborative tool or else

people, everybody would have it (KPM).

(3%)

This individual and others view the techwlogy as meeting managers needs but not their
own, Participants have found ways to use the technology but most d e m i usage that
ody MfXs the most basic rquüemeuts. Not -y

individuais use the tool m a way that

would be descriid as Ml participation in knowledge sharing.
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Conciosion

It was originaiiy argued in Chapter Three that technology did not enable the

sharing of tac& knowiedge due to the inabiiy of technology to create and maintain social
connections. Also, it was argued that ofien techuology is implemented without paying
attention to the needs of individuais or organizations so the technology does not assist
peopIe in doing their jobs. Taken together, both these points were beiieved to stop

employees kom M y participating in knowledge sharing. However, it was demonstrateci
in Chapter Seven thaî it is possible for people to share knowledge, includiig tacit using

technology. A number of researchers have provided evidence that supports th&, that
social connections needed for sharing tacit knowledge can be made via technology

(Rhemgold, 1998).

Hoiloway (2000) provided evidence tbat people do not share ifthe technology
they are supposed to use does not meet their needs.

This is an implementation issues, if

technology is implemented without a ckar understanding of the outcoms, or needs are
not taken into account in irnplementing a technology-based tool individuais ne& will

not be met. According to the participants responses desaiibed in this chapter, there are a
number of ways that the technology did not meet peoples needs adequately, instead of
technology supportmg them, they had to adjust their work processes. in not meeting
participants needs employees did not fdly participate in sharing knowledge using the

tooL Although the tool was fleruiIe, and b f o r e able to be used for a number of
diirent purposes, this wide range limited usage. People not involved in the team or
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project had difiiculty finding documentaibn ùecause t h e was no red standard processes
throughoui. Accessibdity was mther issue tbat iimited usage of the tooL In some cases,

not di team members had access to the tooi, and in other cases participants were not

famiiiariy with how to use the techndogy. Both these issues limited employees' full
participation in knowledge sharingl because people were wt able to use the tooL

ïhe most interesting issue to emerge relating to participants use of techrmlogy is

the difference between managers' and consultants' pe-tives.

Managers f o d the

tool generally did meet their needs, as they saw the twl usehl for monitoring in
partîcuk, but also for cobboration and knowledge sharing. Managers did not provide

any examptes oftimes they shed knowledge because they viewed their was to monitor

and not necessarily contribute, but felt the tool allowed this to occur amongst employees.
Consultants oa the other hand did not agree that the tool met k i r needs, and believed

that the tool primarily met the needs of managers. In findimg uses for the technology,
CO*

found ways to integrate the tool 'ho their work processes, but the tu01 did not

support these processes directly. As noted in Chapter Seven, SOUE participants f o d
knowledge shariag to be a use of the tool, but most paztiçipants did not h d that the tool

supportai this easiIy. Because the tooI did not s u p a employees work processes, thus

not fully meeting peoples ne&, participants teporteci that they only contniuted what
was required. This very minimal Level of participation is not considered full participation

m knowkdge sharing.
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Cliapter 9 Employees' Cornpetitive Advantage in the Work Envininment

Changes in the new 'knowledge economy' have had signïjïcant impact on
employees careers. These impacts, as d i i d in Chapter Four, have changed the
employee-employer career contract, and include a more competitive work environment in
response to downsizing, and the demand that individuais more visibly contribute to the

organizations success. Knowledge is the currency in which both organizations and
individuals deal in this new work environment, because of the increased importance of
knowIedge in the current economy.

The effective management of knowIedge is seen as important to an organizations
competitive advamage (Stewart, 1997). Therefore, it is in the organizations best interest
to encourage or require individuals to share knowledge. Sharing kwwkdge is the way
orgaktions can make individuals kwwledge accessible and usefui to ail members of an
organhtion. However, due to the current career environment, employees are often
rehctant to share knowledge, because they are unwiüing to compromise k i r competitive
advantage, or because of a lack of trust in the organbtion or w-workers (Stasset, 1999).
Specifidy, research was presented in Chapter Four by Hobway (2000) that people did
not share knowledge because they beiieved hoardiug knowledge wodd bring job
security, that not sharing would ailow them to maintaincredit owr their knowledge. and
that by not sharing knowledge they wouid not ri& making a mistake or not k
ing right.
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B a d on the iiteratm presented in Chapter Four, 1argued that employees do not
M y participate in organizationaiiy-maintained knowledge sbanng a~tivities.The
remainder of this chapter examines factors that inhiiit participation in knowledge sharing
activities, based on the issues identified by Holloway (2000). 1 start by discusshg
employee respoases related to job security, then look at issues discussed by employees
reiated to rnaintainïng ownership and getting credit for the5 kuowledge. 1 then turn to
issues discussed relating to making mistakes or king wrong. These issues are aU

examinai iÏom the point of view that they are reasons why employees do not M y
participate in knowledge sharing. Common issues derlying these three factors are
employees concern with cetaining their cornpetitive advantage and trust, and these will be
addressed within the discussion of the three tàctors above.

Job Security

The knowledge management literature d e s c r i i organizationaiculture as one of
the most important factors in knowledge sharhg (De Long, 1997). Changes in the work
environment has had a similac and related impact on cuIîw as it tLas on careers. Changes

in the work environment aIso has had an impact on the nature of work. Both c u k and
work processes infiuence how people participate m knowledge sharing activities. The
organization m this research has been undergomg contiwous corporate resrganization m

the past few years, which bas had an impact on empIoyees. The re-organization has
mcludeà downsizing a number of years ago, and has resuhed in many sh&
r€smcttrring of departments.

in units, and
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We are just going through a major ce-organization which in theory is ripping the
old corporate cuitme out and repiacing it with whatever they are trying to replace
it with 1 think in that sense everything is kind of up in the air right w w and is
leading to a lot of hstration ... (#2)
This individual h d s that the uncertainties in the work environment lead people to feel
unsure about work processes and expectations of their job role.

One reason people do not share is because they feel hoardii knowledge will
enhance their job security. If people fear they mi@ be in danger of losing their job, they

are unlikely to share what they know. Seeing themselves in competition with COworkers, sharing knowledge is seen as giving away their cornpetitive advantage.
Aithough the work environment in this organhtion has been d e s c r i i as cornpetitive by

a number of participants, job security and downsizing may not be an important issue.
One participant described the career environment as foilows.
Stability in a position, no, stabiiity in a business unit, m, stability in a
corporation, yes. If you're willing to accept the challenges and change in the
opportunities to apply yourself in ways that you may not have done before. (#I)
So participants are l e s Iikely to fêar losing their jobscompletely, but may wt be
comfortable with the uncertaintyassociated wiîh chanpmg responsiiilities, positions, and
departments. Managers diiussed the needs b r exnployees to be open to moving laterally
between unïts and deparümnts, cbaog9ig jobs. Empbyees are not genmüy let go
altogether, iastead they would be moved into a different position iftheir current position
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became redundant. Empioyees, wMe recognkg that the organization is no longer
downsizing, have longer memries than managers on this issue.

The team that 1 used to work on are losing one of theu 1st people Eom the
original team because they've been continuously der-resourced and you can
only take that for so long and people are leaving... but 1 think with the re-org
there was and probably stiii is some areas, c o n c m about whether how long they

will be employed. (#5)
Job security appears to not be an important factor in influencing participants to not share
knowledge. There might be some degree of hesitancy in sbaiing knowledge instead of
hoarding, but no participants klt the= was any potential for them to [ose their jobs.

Mainhining Credit or Ownership

Cornpetition and a lack of trust, mates an environment in which empIoyees are
unwüling to share because they do not want a w-worker to get credit for their work or
advance based on their knowiedge. This situation is descriid by one participant (#4). A
new program put in place by the organization rewards employees for exceeding

expectations. This participant expred coaceni over compkting a certain amount of
work, and someone else taking bis work and addiug only a small piece of addiional
work This other person rnight get credit for ail the work or the idea, rather than the
participant who had done mst of the work.

Participation in Knowkdge Shariag

To some extent, participation in knowledge sharing is ümited by individuals
fearing that others wiil get credit for hir work. However, in tius organization, this

concern was o f k t by the structure of the technoIogy.

As in the case of knowledge sharing in generaL and more specitTdy through

WPM, participants are not recognized or rewarded for tbeir participation, Employees'
contriiutions not recorded as çontributed by any one individu& but rather by project
team. They aiso are aot recognized by o h employees or k i r manager for sharing
knowledge.

Who's reaiiy looking? It's w
t like we have a project team where the whole team
membenhip is ushg that and checking for things... as far as 1know, 1have no
idea if anybody ever went and kmked. (#5)

This hck of recognition not ody discourages people h m participating, but aiso does not
signal to t k m ifthey are participating adequately or effiively by organizationd
standards. There is Mie motivation to do anythïug more tfian what is required for

supervision purposes b u s e no one appears to be concmed with theh behaviour.
Participants are less concerned with someone else mking aedit, iastead they are

c o a c e d with gettmg for credît themselves. One manager (#7)stated that one does not

ceward employees for using a new techuology, because it is just part of thek job,
1 don't think that 1can m u t e any pat on the back or any good comment or

anything korn management on anything that E've ever dow with [WPW..- 1
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haven't seen any kind of rewards system based on the P M ] tool - we are just
expected to be using it. (#8)
Employees tàced with these circumstances do mt share, not because someone else wiii
take credit away fiom them, but because theu ownership over the kwwledge is not
recognized in the first place.

Contml and Influence. Relateci to iridividuafs owrship over their knowledge is
th& ownership over their work processes. This is a motivational factor te&

operational autonorny, which is based on how much control people feel they have over
their work and how it gets done. People do not share when they feel they do not have
ownership over their work processes. similar to people not s k h g for fear they will lose
ownership. In some ways, participants did feel increased control over their work
processes because they have mre tools to do their jobs with the uiformation contained in

WPM. However, coasultants generally report that they have virtually no control over the
projects they are mvolved in. An important aspect of this rontrol is the opportunity to

make decisions, which use of the WPM tooIs does not assist these participants to do.
I'm assuInhg it @rovidesmore twh) but 1can't say it hzis provided us with
anything to do with decision making. (#7)

I'm not going to be the one making 'the decisious', When it cornes to decisions,
big decisions 1 mean, us üttie p a s aren't aiiowed to do that. 1 can decide when

to go for coffee but 1 mean the project type decisions ...will have to be made by
the senior management. (#8)

Both these participants are consultants, although with different departments, and both
have been with the organization for many years but neither feel as though they have
much say in how their departments are run. Aiiee (1997) descriis decision-mahg
support tools as essential components of a knowledge management strategy, because
having information and king able to make decisions are very important in inducing

participation in knowledge sharing. If employees feel that the knowledge they send or
receive has no impact on the work they do, they are not likely to fdly participate in
knowledge sharing.

The more employees are supervised and monitored, the l e s control they feel they
have over their work. As noted in previous chapters, participants feIt that the maüi
pirrpose of the WPM tool was for monitoring of employee work. Managers reported tbat

the ability to closer supervise consuhants work using WPM was usehi and heIpful.
Weil 1 think when it was first introduceci we aii though it was a way to keep [our

boss] informed, to see what we were ail doing and you know, it was a way for
him to keep intomed on what projects were happening and who was domg what
and the schedules and what was W g behind ...(#8)

Ln

m e r s feel that monitoring is also he1pfiil for their empIoyees as weii.
1gu-

the biggest bene& to (employees) wouId be thai they couid make sure that

mre senior people are aware of what's on the project, that they have an issue that
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needs to be dealt with, we can make sure that myself of m y supervisor or manager
in another business unit is aware of some of these issues.. .they don't have fidI

control of how this pmject c m go forward...so there is an oppoaimity for them
to make sure that we are aware. ..(#3)

Participants expected to be monitored and most did not feel uncomfortable with
this per se, but this was dependent on them sharing minimal amounts of knowledge.

They were uncomfortable with what they saw a s the resuits of monitoring if and when
they share more tacit types of knowledge. This next participant did not mind using KPM

as a reporting t w l but was very uncomfortabIe with people seeing or comrnenting on
work in progress. She saw the need to supply minimal mformation into KPM in
response to the increased ability for managers to monitor her work.
At an early stage 1 wouidn't want, 1man, we codd put [working documents]

there but I'd say if1 stuck something there my nunager could look at it or his
manager couid look at it suad do I want them looking at something that is not an nth of what it's going to be... I don? think 1 would want to put a bunch of half

finished attachments in there and you know have them corne storming out about
something that was said in t

h and E'm gohg to have to sit down (and expIain)

no, no, t h ' s just my working document. (#8)

increasd monitoring forces participants to take ownership or credit for work that they do
not feeI is up to organi7ationaI staudards. Participants are uncodortabIe with
management seemg their work before it is &y,

and thus only supply minimai

information that they are comforîabIe with. Monitoring therefore limits participants full
participation m knowledge sharing.

Making Mistakes

The third reason why people do not s&areknowledge offered by Holloway f2000)

is that people are a h i d of making a rnistake or king wrong. This issue appeared to be
most important for participants in this organization. Both managers and consdtants

d e m i the organizationai culture as one where risk-taking and mistakes are not
tolerated. For example, one individual d e m i s the kind of actions that are rewarded in
the organization.
What this organization rewards people for is keeping their noses out of trouble.
not catching attention, long distance, king a marathon ninner. just being here, we
reward people for being here for 25 years, stufflike that. (#IO)
So not taking risks is rewarded in this organization, as is hard work and working

overtmie, wbile risk t a h g resuited in the folIowing individual losing his management
position,
(After meetings with his boss) Handed me my head oa a piatter for the effort of

having come up with that very hovative and sort of bold and risk-taking kind of

(solution)...and you kind of go yep, you b w , that's pretty good evidence tbat

this environment and most of the people who come and talk to me about that
share the same view that you don't take risks, you don't step forward with new
ideas, you don't try to push h r change. ( M O )

Because risk-taking is wt rewarded, and at times punished, participants do not
&are knowkdge in case ttaey are wrong. Sharing bwledge is a risk in an environment

w h m mistakes are punished. This leads to a situation where participants kel they need

to cover themselves to enme no one notices their rnistakes or thar they cannot €x
blamed

If 1 make a rnistake, I dways f
d back on making sure in the fht piace 1 let
people know what couiù hapgen. (#l)

I've been here almost two years and it was a real cover your butt kind of attitude

which may not be kir sa much anymore but if something went wrong it wasn't
how you h e d ii. it was blame... it ail1does e& out here and ifyou don? do

something that you can be blamed for then you can save yourseif h m king

bIamed. (#5)

The majority of particÏpants work to ensure they do not make any mistakes they
could be bIamed for, which iimits sharing that participants wodd feel comfortabIe with

The foüowing imlividual reporteci that his department was very supportive of employees
talcmg risks, aithough it was weU recognized that the rest of the organization did not
support risk-taking. The WPM tool supported sharing in this one department by ensuring

management was aware of what was happening, so they wodd not have to take the full
responsiïility.
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The culture here is one of covering your ass, if you do something you want to
make sure you document who said you could do it and stuff like that. So [WPMJ
was handy for that ifsomebody needed a decision and they sent me so-g

that said please let me know whether 1can go ahead with this or not (tool

documenteci this exchange). (#IO)
Participants in this department were more Eely to engage in sharing than those fiom
other departments. Participants in this department wodd be able to share with less fear
of making a mistake, and the KPM tool facikateci empIoyees need to cover themselves
in case they were wrong. Participants in aii 0 t h departments however were halted h m

sharing in the 6rst place because of the fear of making a mistake, and avoiding any

chance of king blamed or their actions examined.

Participant #4 descn'bed his concem with showing others his work. and felt that

sharing with his team was important k a u s e he could get fedùack when he was
uncertain about the quaiity of bis work or was not sure if he was on track. Sharing with
the team ensured that he would get feedback that he was comfortable with because he

knew how they would responâ, others he was not corntortable with. Both cornpetition
and fear of criticism is a conceru for the fôlIowing participant:

I think part of it, ifanything b r e may be some people that k
lthey want to have

the upper band when îhey have the bwledge and don't want to share it. There
are people üke that but 1think probabIy more m... when you're putting
something out there thaî you m t e thaî you think is pretty good and someone else

you Irnow, tears it apart or tears you apart as a result, so that's always a conceni.
Or question why you are doing what you're do@. (#5)
Another participant (#8) descn'bed huw defensive herselfand others were of negative

feedback, descriiing situations where they might ceceive feedback on untinished work
and feel they must explain or detènd the work they have done. One participant s h e d his

insights to these concerus:
It's insecurity. if you don't have a sharing attitude, you have some insecurity
somewhere and if that insecurity is that you don't want to be criticized, you don't
want to lose control - or whatever, it aii boils back to insecurity. (#1)
In this type of environment people are not cornfortable sharing knowledge because it is

risky. People are womed about getting into trouble, and are even more worried about
fooking foolish or unknowledgeable.

ûther R~QSOIIS
For Not Siiruiig. Due to the nature of work at ttorgani7atioa

there are other h t o r s that limit sharing, umeiated to the three reasons discussed thus far
in the chapter. The type of work the o r g d i o n is involved in does not rely on

repeatable processes. A consuitmg firm may implement W a r solutions in many
different companies, but this organization often only requires a solution once. For some
participants, mostly ammgers, the lack of repeatable processes reduces the benefit of the

tool and they see less value in using it to its fiillest. This is the case despite many
workers h l that having a history is usehl to see how î b g s had ban done in the past.
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There needs to be an incentive to have their d y s t s (international compeuiies)
make sure theu papers get up on a world stage so you can see why its important,

whem...here that's sort of a one t h e occurrence, ifs aot wst effixtive for

(ou) consultants. (#7)

People right w w don't think it wodd be usehi because they know the m e r s
aiready.. . (but background knowledge) is not wden and when the senior people

evennially retire we're going to [ose a lot of information... (#2)

This organi2ation is a public institution, which introduces an interesting issue, an
act d e d Freedom of Monnation and Protection of Privacy (FOIP). FOIP dictates that

databases in public institutions can be d

e avrtilable to the pubIic. ïhk intmduces

confidentidity concerns which present another fàctor that Limits knowledge sharing
which is also unrelateci to the the reasons offered by HoUoway (2000). A number of
participants expresseci that they were wt able to participate iÜUy because confidentiai

material Iimited k m , or they were not cornfortable sharing certain kinds of information.

Another concern or safeguard with thïs is WMJwith its database repository of
records are TOP-ablewand anybdy can ask for the information in the database.

Because we need to adhere to this poiicy, we are rnuch more cautious and less

-

hched to use it to it's M e s t it's in the k k of your mmd, is this soniething

you want anyone to be able to tead,therefore pur documents and working wtes
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and anytbing informai have to be pretty sanitized otherwise you are going to be
heid accountable. (#1)

We had issues with what should or shouidn't be on there, because a lot of the
work we do here in [this department] is highiy confidentid and so as much as you
want to have issues noted - this was the issue, this is the advice 1 got, this is how
we dealt with it, this is what we learned - 1 don't know that some of those issues
wouid be appropriate in MM]because they are ongoing and you'd double up
your work (by maintainhg two file locations). .. (#9)

Benefdr. One usefiil aspect of WPM for a number of participants was the use of

thetool in conjunction with meetings and understanding information or knowledge kom
a broader perspective.
It's very dEcult aow because there is so many business units you cadt go to a
meeting with al1 the business units management and expect tbat to be a very tich

place for information sharing...so we have to find other ways of doing a... (#7)

I think it saved meeting tirne, and even if you had a meeting with 25 people
talking, you don? always hear what you want to hear. WIth WPM you codd go

in and leaf through to find the place you wanted - you could get information that

you needed, whereas you didn't have to sit thtough and hear stuf£. &ch was

unrelateci. (#4)
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You know louking at it overail that's the huge value that 1see in it - a more
glotial understanding of how my decision to do what I'm domg m my job is
impacting something across the corporation Wer. .. (#2)

Having information on KPM has enabled people to get questions answered that they
were unable to in a meeting and see information that they might w t have had access to,

which has facilitated sharing. Participants were a h happy about having information
available without having to disturb anyone. While this was usehl in receiving
information, it may not have encourageci reciprocal sharing.

Connections Between Participants

A few participants who were excited about the tool, and used it more tiilly thau

other participants saw the tool as a Iearning device. These participants worked in a

department that worked very coUaborativeIy and emphasized the value of informal

learning and sharing opportunities. The way in which they deait with the re-stnicninng

of the department was to bave informai training sessions. Members of the department
benefited fiom this informai learning and continued the practice both online and o E The

individuais in this department shared lmowIedge because tbey found it helped their work,
but aiso because they were involveci in personal reiationships with others, and ktt that

duhg both created and buiit upon those reiation~hips~
1 can't think of a case where a person (is acting like) knowledge is power.

Especiaiiy at this point b u s e there is so much turmoiI and so much tmkwwn

that any known that's there can be shared and 1don't think there is a benefit to not
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share...just because we're al1 stniggiing and we don't know.. .just bounce the
idea off the o h person, it is beneficiai that way. (#2)

The changes in the work environment bave resuited m diHemnt careers for
employees, and has had an impact on otganizationai culture. Changes in careers have led
to a stmggle between collaboration and competition. Careers are not as secure as they

once were, which has created a competitive atmsphere between CO-workets.At the
same the, organizations require more teamwork, and due to increased dienation at

work, peopie want to d e co:onneçtioaswith CO-workers
(Moses, 1997). When

connection is a pater influence, empbyees tend to share what they know to build and
maintain these bonds.

Shating is a way in which emptoyees can make connections with 0 t h workers.
Organizations see the value in collaborative work, demonstrateci by the populanty and
emphasis placed on teams (Katzenkh & Smith, 1993). For organizations, collaboration

is a source of competitive advantage, the ieaming tbat happeas îhrough collaborative
work helps to continuously hpmve business performance (Liedtka, 1996). Teams
i m p v e @ormance, by produchg better r e d t s and inçreasing productivity. Teams

achieve this by combining the d p l e W s and experieaces of team members

(Katzenbach & Smith, 1993). For employees, working coilaboratively fiilfills 0 t h
needs. Teams pmvide a social dimension that may be iacking in tbe work environment

(Katzenbach & Smith, 1993). The current wu* environment is alienaîing hr workers
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(Moses, 1997) and sharing provides an opportunity to make conaections with other
workers. Interestingly, psychological theories of relational development identQ the
importance and inevitability of peoples' growth in connection to others (Surrey, 1991).

This extends throughout the Mespan and certainly impacts work life and work
pefirmance (Stiver, 1991). Growth and leamhg happen in relationships with others,
and sharing knowledge helps to build and maintain these important connections.

Conclusion

This ehapter explored the three fàctors offèred by HoUoway (2000) to e x p h

why employees do not tiilly participate in knowledge sharing activities. In relation to the
factors in this chapter, consultants were the ones reportmg that they did not share due to
job security, credit/ownership or fèar of king wrong issues. Aii these tàctors relied on

the employees to be at least minimaily involved in icnowledge sharing. Managers did not
report engaging in any sharing at aii. They saw their role as monitoring employees
sfiaring.

Employees were the ones who were required to share and think about what and

how to share.

Although

had no red fear of downsizing or losing their jobs, job

security was an issue. The organization continues to undergo a great deal of re-

stnichrring with r e q k peopIe to change jobs and departments without their consent. in

order to avoid this sort of uncertainty with regard to their position, Ïndividuais tend not to
share knowledge in order to maintain their cornpetitive advantage. They do not share in
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hope of making themselves irreplaceable, and so a CO-workerdoes not become better at
their job then they are. A few participants were concemed with thex CO-workerstaking

credit for theu work, and did not share because of this. Mostly however, ownership was
an issue. Because of increased monitoring over work by managers, participants were

concemed with having to clairn ownership over work before they felt it was ready.
People were therefore unwilling to share more than minimal requirements. Part of the
reason participants were uncornfortable sharing knowledge before it was ready was due
to not wanting to d e a mistake or be wrong. This was the most salient reason
participants did not hily participate in knowledge sharing. Most employees reported that
they were w t cornfortable sharing because the work environment was not supportive of

risk-taking. Participants were very careftl to share only knowledge they were sure was
correct and would not make them Iook bad. It would be risky for participants to share
tacit knowledge, which ofien includes leaniings fiom rnistakes. The risk for participants
was king punished or losing their cornpetitive advantage. When they did share. they

ensured that they could w t be blamed for my mistakes. Som used WPM to document,
others retied on feedback fiom CO-workersas a check before publicly sharkg.

The hct that some employees did w t find knowledge sharing to bring the
eEciency benefits that are common in other organizations with knowledge management

limited sharing. Because the organization did no: solve the same probiem over and over
again for diffîerent clients, the need to ensure knowiedge got shared was lesseneci for a
k w employees. Coddenùality issues aiso limited kaowIedge sharing, as participants
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were aware thai the information they piaced in the system couid be seen by others. They

were therefore carefirl with the khds of information they shared.

Participants who did share, did so because they feh supportecl and connected to
the people they shared wiîh. This occurred in one department which was coiiaborative

and valued informai learning and sharing.

Overall, each factor identified by Hoiloway (2000) did have some impact on

sharing. Based on the comments of most individuais, employees did not share because

they felt keeping knowledge to themselves wouid enhance their competitive advantage
and mintain their job security. Cornpetitive advantage was aiso seen to be enbanced
when not sharing helped people maintain ownership and credit over their knowledge, and

stopped people fiom makiig a mistake or king wrong.

Participation in KnowIedge Sharhg
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Chapter 10 Impücntions

This thesis exploreci the question, why do employees notfilly parficipute in
organizationally-mintainedknowledge shming activities. The iiterature review

provided a number of reasons why people do not çhare.
a

People do not share because they beiieve knowledge is power, and
hoardirig knowledge wiii heip their job security;

a

People do not &are because they feel they will w t get credit for it, or

maintain ownership over their knowledge;
a

People do not sitare because they are afiaid of wt king right or of making
a mistake:

O

People do w t share h u s e the techwlogy they are supposeci to use does
not meet their needs;

O

Peopk do m t s h i kca= &y do not know what they know, or they do
not h w that what they lcnow is valuable:

a

People do not share because &y do not know how to share what they
know.

Based on these fidors, I aqued that empioyees did not M y participate in
knowledge sharing. These factors were groupeci mto three main issues that have been
reviewed and researched m this thesis. These main issues mclude conceptions of
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knowledge and knowledge sharing, use and implementationof technology, and the work
environment.

Conceptions of kwwledge and knowledge sharing relate to the view that
employees do not share because they do not know what they how, or do not know how
to share what they know. In this thesis, it was hund that employees did not view tach
knowledge as reai knowledge, and therefore did not share tacit knowledge. Also,
participants did not have a ciear understandmg of what is required for reciprocal sharing.
Therefore, employees had a dEerence understandihg of what knowledge and knowledge
sharing constituted, compareci to the ideai definitions set out in the literature.

There is some debate as to whether it is possible to share tacit knowledge through
technology, based on the beiief that social co~ectionsare needed for sharing tacs
knowledge and these social connections are thought to not be possible using technology.
However, it was hund that some participants effectively shared both expiicit and tacit
h w k d g e using technoiogy. Dficuities with implementation oflen inhi'bit people in
stiaring knowledge because they find that the technology does not do what they need, for

example, it does not as& them in their work processes, or the outcornes are not usefhi to
the employees. This fàctor limited employees fùIi participation in this organization. It
was difllicdt for employees to h d an effective and efficient way to use the tooL To

some degree managers found this easier, as it appears the tool was made for their benefit,
but even managers foumi the tool did w t M y meet their needs.
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The work environment has an impact on employee knowledge sharing.
Employees were most concemed that sharing would highlight mistakes and msbnces
where they are wrong. This fêar is due to low leveis of trust and cornfort with risks in
this organilation, as welI as an interest in maintainhg their competitive advantage. Two

other issues are also related to maintainhg a competitive advantage. Firsi, employees
view knowledge as power and that hoarding howledge is equated with job security.
This is not an important issue in this organization as individuais report feeling secure in

their job. Employees are aiso mildly concemed with someone taking credit for their
work, and so do not share for this reason. More importantly, employees are concemed
with claiming ownership over their work They do not want others to take credit, yet they

are reluctant to share untii they feel the work is ready.

An implication of this research is that dthough organizations implement

knowledge stiaring through knowledge technologies, employees are to some degree not
able to fully participate in sharing knowledge. First, as employees and organizations
have different ideas about whaî constitutes knowledge and knowledge sharing,
empbyees cannot be expected to engage in knowledge sharing in a way that is beneficial
to thernselves and the organization. Employees c a m t participate successful.ly unless
they know what is expected of them. Another obvious reason why employees would not
be able to engage in knowledge sharing as desired by the organization is that since the

technology does not meet the needs of the individuai, they will be unable to incorporate it
into k i r work processes.
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Culture a h plays an important role in sharing. The implication of this research is

that employees must have similar understandmgs of knowledge and howledge sharing m
order to understand how to participate in knowledge shariug activities. C u i t m i issues
reiating to cornpetitive advantage and trust come into play when people are conscious of
their knowledge, and choose to participate or not.

There are a number of implications that result h m my argument that employees
do not hliy participate in knowledge sharing activities. The term 'fùiiy participate' may
be probiematic. Full participation is considered to be, for the purposes of this thesis,

wIien employees engage in reciprocal sharing of both expiicit and tacit knowledge.
However, this is based on the research üterature ideal, and amalgamation of what a
number of authors believe about knowledge and knowledge sharing (Cook & Brown,
1999; No&

& Takeuchi, 1995; Hendriks, 1999; AlIee, 1997). Although tacit

bwledge and reciprocal sharing are considered important in the research Iiterature, it is
possible that the inclusion of al these W o n are unnecessary in practice. Employees do
not have the same definitions of knowledge and knowledge sharing as outiined in this

thesis. It wouid be mteresting to learn whether 'partiai participation' achieves benefits or
mates costs for employees. Specificaiiy, the relative importance of tacit and explicit
knowledge, as weii as exploring the usefiiiness and necessity of reciprocity in sharing.

Another implication of the argument made in this thesis relaies to the focus on
organizationaiiy-maintaineciknowledge sharing. It may have been found that employees

do not M y participate m organizationally-maintainedknowledge sharing activities, but
what kind of participatiun exists for knowledge sharing activities ttiat the organization

does not direct and controL There is emerging research in this area, for instance literature

on commuaities of practice deah with this. Empbyees ray in k t fùiiy participate in
knowledge sbaring that is wt organizationally-maintainedbut consisr of more informal
interactions. These interactions may occur regularly and easily, and it would interesthg
to learn the benefits and CO& kdividuais and organizations incur as a result of sharing

knowIedge more informally.

Gender diexences are often faund in the use of technoiogy, none were found
amongst the participants in this study. A broder -le

might betta highlight any

difterences to be f o d between men and women in their use of knowledge technoiogies
and sharing behaviour. Difkences fou& between departments or projects groups
appeared to be based on tbe ex;ent to which personal connections were made amoogst

team members. The role of social connections in sharing knowldge is an issue that
shouId be exploreci M e r . DSerences were fomd between managers and consultants

with regard to their use of technology and the extent to which they viewed sharing as part
of theh job role. A comparative study between managers and consultants, that
considered job duties and purpose wouid expand on the differences pfesented in this
thesis.
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This thesis focused on three issues that were broady considered important factors
in knowledge sharing. Studying conceptions of knowledge and knowledge sharing
assisteci in understandimg that employees do not know what they know is vaiuable, or

how to share this knowtedge. Looking at technology, a common method of knowledge
management in organizations, provideci an understandhg that technology in this
organization is not implemented in a way that supports work processes and mets peoples
needs. An examination of work environment &ors reveaied that these participants were
concerned with maintainhg their cornpetitive advantage, which they saw as most
compromised if they made a mistake, were wrong or forced to take credit of work they
felt was not ready. Sharing was also Iimited when people viewed hoarding knowledge as

a way to keep their position or maintain ownership. For aii these reasons, employees in
this orgarhtion did not fùlly participate in organizationally-maintainedknowledge

sharing activities.
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Empioyee Parîicipation in Organizritionaliy-Maintained
Knowledge Sharing Activities

Principal Researcher: Jennifer King,OISEnrr
ph#. XXX-XXX-nxx,e d : xxxxx@oise.utoronto.ca
Facuity Supervisor: Dr.Kiran Mirchandani, OISE/UT
ph#: 4 16-923 -6641 ext. xxxx, email: xxxxx@oise.utoronto.ca
1 am writing to invite you to participate in a research project on your participation in
knowledge sharing activities b t are found in your organization. 1 am a graduate student at

OISEAJT. and this research project is partial fiilfiliment of my Master's of Arts degree in
AduIt Education

The main purpose for this study is to examine the reasons why individuals participate in
organizationdly-supported knowledge sâaring actMties. T'he Uiformation 1 obtain through
interviews will be used only for the purposes of my thesis.

Much of the current research in knowledge management takes the perspective of the
organization or the manager. It would be bediciaI to derstand to a greater extent why
individuais participate in sharing their knowledge, given current cornpetitive organizationai
ciimates. Understanding the empbyee side of the knowledge management picnire wouId
enable tecornmendationsto the organization that may better tÏt the needs of employees.

You are amongst a List of employees provided by the ITS department. In totai, 1 hope that 15
to 20 individuais are required for this study, thus you may or may not be caiied. This study
wüi mclude persona1interviews, responses to which are guaranteed to be confidents in
reporting the resuits, themes wiii be discussed,never responses that couid be attnied to an
individuai.
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Wbat will you bave to do?

Your role in this research will include one confiderdial personai interview that will 1st no
more than one hour. This mterview will be arrangeci at your convenience, in a location
within your organization. The mterview will be condmted in person by me; with your
consent, the interview will be îaped ahiaough this is not necessary. The recommendations
that r d h m the research will be provided to you. This research is entirely unrelated to
any ernployee evaluations or ongoiug research withm your organization, and will have no
impact positive or negative, on your job role. The research wiil result in recommendations to
your organization regarding factors of success in knowledge management programs. This
may translate into enhanced knowledge management pmcesses in your organization, based
on the sîudy tesults.
What wiU the researcher do?
1 will caU randornly selected peopIe fiom the rist provided by the ITS department to ask them
to participate in the research interview. You can choose to participate or not, then 1 wili
interview individuah who agree to participate. i would üke to interview between 15 and 20

peopleConfidentiality

Neither your manager wr organidon WUbe inforrned that you have participateci in this
study. Precautions will be taken to ensure your participation is not apparent to others in the
organization. While every effort will be taken to ensure your participation is contidential,
there is potential risk that others wiii know you are participating in this study. No intewiew
data with individuais aames, positions, divisions or other identifjing information will be
provided to the organization or 0 t h participants, ody aggregated summary data. Thete d
i
be no negative consequences to you in your empioyment should you choose not to
participate, or decide to withdraw at any time during the course of the study.

The interview tapes will be discardeci upon transcription of the recordeci material (January February 2001). The t r a n s c r i i interview matenal wiil only be accessed by the principal
researcher and Dr. Kiran MVchanAani_ the researchers' thesis supervisor. This material wüi
be stored in a locked He to fhrther ensure confidentialîty. These data will be destroyed
foiiowing thesis subrnission (MarcMApriI 2001).

The hdings wiü be published and remah m the OISE/UT h
i as a Master's thesis.
Additionally, researchers will typicdy publish findings in j o u d s and conférence
presentations. in aii such publications, no ref'erence wdi be made to your organhtion or
division you are in, nor to any specific person.
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If you are willing to participate please complete the attached consent form and r e m to me
using the envelope provided. Please feel fiee to contact me with any questions via e d or
phone, as listeci above. 1will be happy to answer any questions or address any concenis, at
any time during the study. 1 am excited to be working with your organization in this
research, and hope to work with you in the h e .

Jenuifer King
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Jennifer King
Toronto, ON

1am a graduate student at OISE/UT in the Facuity of Education (Aduit Education,
Comrnunity Development and Counselling fsychology Department). 1 am currently
undertaking my Master's thesis research, studying bwledge management in business
organizations. Knowledge management in this instance can be descriid as a system that
shares best practices and leaniings amongst employees for the purposes of performance
improvement and development. 1 am aware that your organization has a welideveloped and
successiùi know!edge management system in place. Thus, I would be interested in studying
the knowledge management program within your organization as part of my thesis research.

Much of the cumnt knowledge management researcti focuses on information technologies
and organkationai perspectives. I am taking the perspective of the employee in my research.
My research question is as foliows: Under whar circumstances do employees participate in
orgonizationally-maintainedknowledge shan'ng activities? A focus on why employees
participate in sharing their knowledge will h g such information as how to increase the
usage of knowledge management systems, and how to better satis& ernployee needs.
In order to complete this research, 1 would need a~cessto 15 - 20 employees to engage in
interviews. Employees shouId be volunteers in the interview process, thus 1 wodd need
access to the names of a large pool of employees that could be called randomly for the
purposes of participation in this research.

AU data collected through the organizatiouai inmet, employees, and the identity of the
organization itself will be kept confidenthl and anonymous in the reportmg of the results.

A

summary of results in the fonn of themes and recommendaâions will be provided to you upon
completion of my thesis. As yom is the only organization mvolved in my research, this data
will not be provided to outside individuais, and will be used solefy for academic pinposes.
1will be contacthg you m the near fùture to discuss my research. If you have any questions,
please caii me at xxx-xxx-xxxx, or emaii at rwoür@oise.utoronto.ca You can also contact
my thesis supervisor, Dr. KiranMirchandani at 416-923-6641 ~~~~~@oise.utomnto.ca.

Jennifkr King

Administrative Consent Form
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OnriDbmmmra

mammhiçmow
wmlhnziim
1
I s 2 h h i h

r-(lioia
Cab d l l u b
Tdipbri [416) W34641

1

,give permission for the researcher

(Jemifer King)to conduct ber research, Entployee P m t i c i ' o n in
ûrgm~iwiio~cuIiyiM'ainfained
KnawIedge S . gActivitres, as
describeci in the attached letter, and understand and agree to the

followuig:

Empioyees' participation in this study is cornpletely voluntary. Their identity wül be
anonymous in the reporting of data and any information they provide will be treated as
contidential.
The cesearcher ( J e d e r King)will have access to the organjzational mtranet/knowledge
management technologies, which contain infatmation reiated to laiowledge shating and
knowledge management activities.
Tbat aii content and any persoaai information that are contained within the mtranet wüI
be kept coafidelitial, and be used as contextuai (themes, fimework, structure)
information solely for the purposes of the reseatchers ihesis pmject.
Employees who agree to be involved in this research will participate in a personai
interview with the researcher, lasting no more thaa one bur, at a tirne of their
convenience.
ErnpIoyee interview responses will be confidentid and mnymous, and used oniy in
aggregate fonn in the reporting of data.
Employee participation in this research is also confidentid, managers anà the
organipition wiii not be made aware of individual empbyee involvement, or ceceive any
feedback of thek responses in the interview.
The employee m t e ~ e w
will be tape-recorded by the mearcher, for the purposes of later
transcriiing the data; d e s s expiicitly stated by the employee that hehhe does not wish to
be audio-taped.

Myself and involved empioyees will receive w direct benefits tiom this research, i.e. m
the f o m of compensation or recognition. I d i group benefits may occur though
organizational tecommendations.
Employees will be able to withdraw their particwon at any t h e throughout the study,
by directly contachg the researcher, Jennifer King. The interview responses of
empIoyees who withdnw h m the study will be discardeci and not used withm the
aggregated data report.

Date

Contact I@ormation
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Please contact the foiiowing individuais with any questions or wncerns:
Principal Researcher: J e d e r King, O I S m
ph#: xxx-xx)cx,
email: xxxxx@ok.utomnto.ca
Faculty Supervisor: Dr. KiranMirchandani, OISE/UT
ph#. 4 16-9S3-6641 ext. xxxx,
emaii: xxxxx@oise.utoronto.ca
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,consent to participate in the project
L
entitld Employee Participation ni OrganizatiomZ~Mainîained
Knowledge S W n g Acrivities, as ddescribed in the amhed Ietter, and
understand that :

My participation in this study is compietely voltuWry.
1wîiI participate in a p e r w d interview with the ~esearcher,lasting no more than one
hour, at a time of my convenience.
My interview responses wüi be confïdential and anonymous, and used only in aggregate
h m in the reporting of data.
M y participation in this research is alsU contidentiai in that my managers and
orgaaization wü1 not be made aware of my involvement. or receive any feedkk of my
responses in the mterview.
M y interview will be tape-recordeci by the mearcher, for the purposes of Iater
transcniiing the data; unies explicitly stated by myseif that 1 do not wish to be audiotaped.
1 wiü receive no direct benefits h m this research, Le. in the form of compeasation or
recognition. Indirect group knef3s may occur though organizationai recommendations.
1 am able to withdraw my participation at any tirne bughout the study, whether before,
drrring or d e r the intecview by directly contaçting the researcher, J e d e r King, and my
respooses wüi be discardeci and not be used withia the aggregated data and results. 1may
choose to discontinue my involvement without reason and without penaIty of any kind.

Date:
Ptease contact the foliowing individuals with any questions or concerns:
Principal Researcher

.?enniferKing, OISEAJT
p H xxx-xxq emaiI: ~xxlar@oise.utoronto.ca/

Facuity Supervisor:

Dr. Kiran Mirchandani, OISELIïT
pIdt: 416-923-6641 erd XXXX,
emaik ~ i s e . u t o m n t o . c a

interview Schedule

1
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Tell me about what you do here...
Job role
Tasks
Type of work here
Tell me about the work environment here...
O
retationshipsat work
mrporate culture
feelings in organization
feelings in industry

r

what gets rewarded
kinds of rewardslrecognitionfor work
freedom vs. constraint using WPM to do work
WPM and alignment with organirational needs
WPM and amunt of supervision over work
how much emphasis on bureaucratie processes?

Tell me about your ernployment history...
How do you view your posiüon here
stable, secure
temofhire
what does your Mure hold?

a

What kinds of things does the organization do to support/contributeto your
personal growth (intellectual, personal, c â m r g r m ) ?
describe adquate tim to do quaiity work vs. time pressureideadlines,
related job satisfaction
promotional opportuniües
diàilenge or sense of achievement associated with using tecbndogy to
pubiish or receivr laiowledge?

What is the purpose of the system (uRhnate outcornes)?
What do you put into the system? Why?
What don't you put intn the systern? Why?
what things are appropriate or inappropriate?
Who do you think your audience is? What do they use it h r why do they
use it?
What makes the system good or bad?
a m a t makes it useful or not useful?

-
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How wuld you describe the contents of the W M system?

How do yau use the system to share knowledge...

-

Tell me about a time when you needed knowledge (information, etc.) at work how
did you use KIPM t~get it?
Describe whylwhy not valuable, successful, useful? what is more valuable or
useful?
How did you apply the information?
How do you judge quality of yours and others information?
How do you know what to share?
What did you like 1 dislike?
Why did you use KPM to get this knowledge/information?
What did you receive, what were you hoping to receive?

How does K/PM help you make decisions?
how does W M help employees to do their work (more bols, more
empowered) ?
When you corne across or possess knowiedge that no one else does, what do you
do with it - example?
In which knowledge sharing activities do you feel most cornfortabte?
When / with who do you feel most comfortable shanng knowledge
O what things do you share and what don? you?
O What / how much information do you share?
O For what reasons do you give information to others?
O How is credit assigned to the information submitted?
What e f k t does 'knouliiedge sharing" have on your career, on your position here?
O What happens M e n you share knowledge?
O What happens when you don't?
O Why is it beneficial (or not) to your work or you personally?
O How does the organizaüonal environment contribute to your knowledge
sharing? How does it limit knowledge sharing, how dûes it encourage
knowiedge sharing?

